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Abstract 

The introduction of the printing press to England by William Caxton is often mentioned as the 

main cause of spelling standardisation in Early Modern English. This claim, however, seems to 

lack sufficient quantitative grounds and is often contradicted by research focusing on examining 

the consistency of spelling in texts printed by individual printers. This thesis investigates 

spelling variation trends in printed texts from the introduction of the printing press to England 

in 1476 to the end of seventeenth century by examining the degree of spelling variation in 

individual texts published in this period, as well as by measuring the overall degree of spelling 

variation in all texts printed by individual printers and comparing the results to the overall 

spelling trends. The material used for the analysis comes from the EarlyPrint database that 

contains both original and normalised versions of texts available from the Early English Books 

Online (EEBO) corpus. The levels of spelling variation are calculated using weighted entropy 

and the trends resulting from the calculations are compared. The results show a generally 

downward trend throughout the decades, although the decrease is not immediate. The findings 

of this thesis suggest that spelling variation started to decrease more rapidly in late sixteenth 

and early seventeenth centuries, not immediately after the introduction of printing in England.   

Keywords: spelling | variation | Early Modern English | printed texts | standardisation  

 

Abstrakt 

Příchod knihtisku do Anglie se často uvádí jako jedna z hlavních příčin standardizace pravopisu 

v raně moderní angličtině. Toto tvrzení ale není dostatečně podloženo kvantitativním 

výzkumem, naopak bylo vyvráceno několika studiemi zaměřenými na zkoumání konzistence 

pravopisu v textech vydaných jednotlivými tiskaři. Tato práce zkoumá trendy v ortografické 

variaci v tištěných textech od zavedení knihtisku v Anglii v roce 1476 do konce 17. století, a to 

jak zkoumáním míry ortografické variace v jednotlivých textech vydaných v tomto období, tak 

měřením celkové míry ortografické variace ve všech textech tištěných jednotlivými tiskaři a 

následným porovnáním výsledků s celkovými ortografickými trendy. Materiál použitý pro 

analýzu pochází z databáze EarlyPrint, která obsahuje jak původní, tak normalizované verze 

textů dostupných v rámci korpusu Early English Books Online (EEBO). Míra ortografické 

variace je měřena pomocí vážené entropie a trendy vyplývající z výpočtů jsou následně 

srovnávány. Výsledné hodnoty ukazují obecně klesající trend v průběhu desetiletí tohoto 

období, i když pokles není okamžitý. Výsledky této práce naznačují, že variace v ortografii 

začala rychleji klesat koncem šestnáctého a počátkem sedmnáctého století, nikoli bezprostředně 

po zavedení knihtisku v Anglii. 

Klíčová slova: ortografie | variace | raná moderní angličtina | tištěné texty | standardizace 
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1. Introduction 

English spelling is notoriously difficult not only for foreign learners of the language, 

but also for its native speakers. Compared to other present-day Germanic or Romance 

languages, English orthography is much more opaque and lacks a clear and highly regular letter-

to-sound correspondence. The departure of English from the original phonemic orthography is 

the result of centuries of external influences on the language, as well as the language-internal 

changes that occurred throughout the history.   

Despite the fact that the English language has never been officially standardised by an 

official institution such as language academies in other European countries (e.g. France or 

Sweden), the state of English orthography in the present day is relatively stable, with variation 

caused by dialectal differences and local editorial practices.  

The journey towards orthographic stability in English though was long and complicated 

and it was only in the Early Modern period when English spelling started to resemble its 

present-day form. The invention of the printing press with movable type in the first half of the 

fifteenth century and its introduction to England in 1476 by William Caxton is often claimed to 

be a major cause of the regularisation of English spelling. The wide dissemination that this 

revolutionary invention allowed, together with the growing popularity of the vernacular 

language emerging from the triglossic situation in medieval England, resulted in better 

accessibility of the written word for the general public, which subsequently caused the rise of 

literacy throughout the country (Lass et al. 1992; Nevalainen 2006; Howard-Hill 2006).  

The spelling practices did not change immediately after the introduction of the print, 

even though it would have been in the printer’s interest to spell word in a uniform way in order 

to be more effective and economic. It was not until the seventeenth century that the English 

spelling began to be more homogenous (Scragg 1974; Görlach 2001). The claim that the arrival 

of the printing press to England significantly contributed to the regularisation of the English 

spelling lacks sufficient quantitative grounds and is often contradicted by research focusing on 

examining the consistency of spelling printed by individual printers. The texts published by 

Caxton himself appear to be highly inconsistent in terms of spelling and texts by other early 

printers do not exhibit clear sign of any kind of regularising system either (Aronoff 1989; 

Brengelman 1980; Blake 1965).   

The aim of the present thesis is therefore to investigate the trends in spelling variation 

in Early English printed texts published from the introduction of the printing press in 1476 until 
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the end of the seventeenth century. The focus will be on examining the internal spelling 

variation in books printed by different printers in London, comparing the results to the overall 

spelling variation trends. In order to limit possible dialectal differences, the research will be 

restricted only to early books published in London as the capital of the English book trade at 

that time. 

The following sections will present in more detail the linguistic and historical 

background concerning the Early Modern Period in England. 
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2. Early Modern English 

2.1. Delineation of the period 

The boundaries between any two eras are always fuzzy and there is no precise point in 

time which could accurately determine their beginning or end, as there is always a transitional 

period between them. However, for descriptive purposes, it is necessary to delimit the period 

based on some important features and events. Each period is distinguished from another by 

radical changes in culture, society and language, exhibiting features that substantially differ 

from the preceding and the subsequent periods. 

The delineation of Early Modern English period varies from one publication to another, 

ranging from the fifteenth until the end of eighteenth century. The beginning of the Early 

Modern English period is most often connected with the arrival of the printing press to England 

in 1476. The invention of the printing press by Gutenberg caused an information revolution in 

European countries, made reading more accessible, raised the level of literacy among the 

general public, and contributed to the homogeneity of the written word in many languages, 

including English. Görlach (1991) also provides other criteria for delimiting the beginning of 

Early Modern English around 1500: the reduction of inflections, the end of feudal system and 

the rise of Renaissance dukes and courtiers, the beginning of humanism in England and the 

discovery of America (Görlach 1991: 9-10).  

As far as the end of the period is concerned, different dates have been suggested. Baugh 

and Cable suggest the year 1650, mostly based on the claim that by that time, the spelling 

became practically fixed (Baugh & Cable 2002: 198). Görlach agrees that by the middle of the 

17th century, the language has reached a relative homogeneity, but he also extends this date to 

1700, justifying it by additional changes that occurred in the meantime, namely the 

disappearance of remaining syntactical redundancies, substantial redefinition of grammatical 

categories and discontinuation of the use of Latin for expository prose (Görlach 11). The 

delimiting point according to Lass is the American Declaration of Independence in 1776 as “the 

notional birth of the first (non-insular) extraterritorial English” (Lass 1992: 1). Some sources 

present 1800 as the closing date (Cook & Ryan 2016; Crystal 2019), justifying it by including 

the prescriptivist tendencies that were present in the eighteenth century. Considering that the 

present thesis aims to examine printed texts only, the starting point will be the introduction of 

the printing press to England in 1476, with the ending point around the year 1700. This choice 

is based on the assumption that the English spelling had become markedly more stable already 

around that time. 
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In any case, the Early Modern period can also be defined by important stages and 

thought movements of which it consists. Lass recognises the following five stages: ‘the waning 

of the Middle Ages,’ the Renaissance, the Reformation, the Enlightenment, and the beginnings 

of the Romantic period. Lass also highlights the important social and cultural changes that 

occurred over the three centuries in comparison to the Middle Ages. Among these changes is 

the transition from a geocentric model of the universe to a heliocentric one, conversion of the 

country from Catholicism to Protestantism, a change from an absolutist monarchy to 

parliamentary democracy, colonisation and the expanding English territories in the world and 

the emerging standardised language.  

Standardisation as a sociolinguistic process that involves “the suppression of optional 

variability in language ... as the consequence of a need for uniformity that is felt by influential 

portions of society at a given time” (Milroy & Milroy 2012: 6) likely had its beginning already 

in the Middle English period when a regionally standardised written language started to emerge 

in the latter half of the 15th century. The growing use of the vernacular in positions previously 

occupied by Latin and French necessitated the adoption of a uniform and widely understandable 

standard. Samuels (1963) suggests that in the fourteenth and fifteenth century there were four 

types of dialects competing to serve as the incipient standard. These were namely an early 

Essex-type of London dialect, the later London dialect which was highly influenced by other 

dialects as a result of social mobility, then the type found in the majority of Wycliffite 

manuscripts based on Central Midland dialects, and lastly, ‘the Chancery standard’ used mainly 

in official documents in the Chancery – an institution that replaced Henry V’s Signet Office 

(Samuels 1963: 87-89). The prestige of the Chancery type and its location in the centre of 

commercial, political, social and cultural activity, were suitable for this variety to become the 

basis of modern written English. 

Many features of the Chancery spelling made their way into the early prints and the first 

printers are often perceived as the driving force in the standardisation process (e.g. Howard-

Hill 2006; Rutkowska 2013). This claim has been questioned by some, notably Brengelman 

(1980) who states that the “whole thesis that printers established English spelling presupposes 

the existence of a class of well-trained professionals within the printing industry whose task it 

was to see that standard spellings were used” (1980: 339), which was not the case, as most of 

the early printers were fairly new to the business and exhibited no conscious effort to regularise 

the printing practices. Instead, Brengelman highlights the role of grammarians, lexicographers 

and teachers who consciously and systematically attempted to reform the irregularities in the 

written language.  
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A different suggestion as to what played role in the movement toward greater spelling 

regularity has been presented by Berg and Aronoff (2017) who propose that it was not instigated 

from above by various prescriptivist practices, but rather that “the system gradually became 

more consistent over a period of several hundred years, starting before the advent of printers, 

orthoepists, or dictionary makers, presumably through simple interaction of the members of the 

community of spellers, a sort of self-organising social network” (Berg & Aronoff 2017: 37-38). 

Nevertheless, these opinions do not necessarily contradict each other, considering that printers, 

grammarians, lexicographers, teachers, as well as authors, constituted a major part of the 

community of spellers.     

Whether the change came from above or from below, what  undoubtedly started 

happening at that time was a marked increase in focusing – “a high level of agreement in a 

language community as to what does, and what does not, constitute ‘the language’ at a given 

time” as described by Nevalainen (2012: 127), which eventually resulted in the form of written 

English as we know it today.  

 

2.2. Spelling 

The spelling of present-day English has been substantially influenced by many factors 

over the centuries such as language contact and the influx of foreign vocabulary and spelling 

practices, various prescriptivist tendencies, as well as by inevitable internal phonological and 

grammatical changes. The original orthography of Old English which was predominantly based 

on the phonemic principle based on a fairly regular grapheme-phoneme correspondence became 

gradually supplemented by morphological and logographic principles already in Middle 

English, and more so in the Early Modern period. Present-day English spelling is far from being 

only phonemic, mostly because of the lack of a clear one-to-one correspondence between 

graphemes and phonemes.  

This biunique relationship that forms the basis of a phonemic principle requires “not 

only that a given phoneme is represented by a constant symbol but also that the symbol involved 

does not represent other phonemes,” as Carney describes. For example, the graphemic options 

for the phoneme /f/ are <f>, <ph>, <ff> and <gh>, and the phonemic options for <e> are /e/, 

/i:/, /ə/, /ɜə/, etc. (Carney 2006: 15-17). As the English language evolved, the gradual growing 

apart of writing and pronunciation caused the emergence of additional principles on which the 

orthographic system operated: the morphological principle, according to which the spelling of 

the root remains constant while the pronunciation differs, as in sign/signature, and the 

logographic principle (a word is recognised as a whole) which is mostly responsible for 
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unpredictability in English spelling as a result of two words with distinct lexical entries having 

the same pronunciation (Sproat 2016: 34-35). 

Present-day English orthography thus seems to operate on all of these principles 

simultaneously. Once these principles are taken into consideration, an underlying system of 

rules starts to emerge, as some have suggested (Venezky 1970; Brengelman 1980). In order to 

find patterns in the seemingly irregular and unpredictable spelling, it is necessary to understand 

its history and development. 

One of the main reasons why Old English managed to function predominantly on 

phonemic principle is that the majority of its lexical inventory was native, and the word-

formation processes also operated based on native patterns. Nonetheless, after the Norman 

Conquest, English as the language of administration, culture, law and religion was suppressed 

and became subject to intense influence of the Anglo-Norman tradition, especially when it 

comes to newly adopted vocabulary and spelling practices. This, in combination with a 

widespread regional variation and the lack of any standard, resulted in an incredible number of 

variants, with the possibility of one word having dozens of different spellings. With the 

incipient standard emerging towards the end of the Middle English period, the number of 

variants existing at one moment started to decrease.  

 

2.3. Sound changes  

2.3.1. The Great Vowel Shift 

Already in the Early Modern period, the inconsistency of the English spelling caught 

the attention of some people. For example, the Welsh scholar William Salesbury pointed out in 

1547: “You cannot fail to know that in English they do not read and pronounce every word 

literally and fully as it is written” (Cook & Ryan 2016: 7).  

As already mentioned, one of the main reasons for the lack of the one-to-one 

correspondence in the language is that, at a certain point, English underwent major phonological 

changes which did not become reflected in the spelling. The most substantial sound change of 

that period is undoubtedly the Great Vowel Shift. Approximately from the early fifteenth until 

the end of the seventeenth century, a series of presumably connected changes originating in 

southern England systematically affected Middle English long stressed vowels in all 

phonological environments by shifting them higher in terms of articulation, while the high 

vowels /iː/ an /uː/ were diphthongised (Brinton & Arnovick 2017: 328). Although it is not 

completely clear whether this series of changes was a pull chain (starts with a high vowel, 
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leaving a space to be filled by the lower vowels) or a push chain (the low vowel is first moved 

upwards, pushing the higher vowel that occupies that position up), the underlying principle is 

that “the distinction between one vowel and the next one was maintained” (Crystal 2019: 61). 

The final changes in the long vowel system after the Great Vowel shift summarised by 

Nevalainen (2006) are illustrated in the following table: 

 

(4) The Great Vowel Shift  

Late ME   EModE   Examples  

high   iː →  diphthong  ei  mile, ripe, side, time, write  

high   uː →  diphthong  ou  house, mouth, out, south, thou 

high-mid  eː →  high   iː   meet, piece, see, sweet, tree  

high-mid  oː →  high   uː   do, loose, moon, move, tooth  

low-mid  εː →  high-mid  eː   meat, please, sea, speak, tea  

low-mid  ɔː →  high-mid oː   boat, home, rose, soap, stone  

low   aː → low-mid  εː   case, late, make, name, take 

(Nevalainen 2006: 122) 

 

The pronunciation changes that resulted from the Great Vowel Shift did not yet shape 

the language into the form we know today — additional changes such as the meet-meat merger 

(raising of the low-mid /εː/ to /iː/) occurred in the meantime (Nevalainen 2006: 122). As a 

consequence of this sound shift, many new homophones emerged (e.g. see/sea, heel/heal) and 

the abyss between spelling and sound further deepened. Furthermore, “it eliminated the 

distinction between long and short vowels characteristic for Old and Middle English 

phonological systems […] and thus the vowel system underwent a significant change from one 

based on distinctions of quantity to one based on distinctions of quality” (Brinton & Arnovick 

2017: 332).  

 

2.3.2.  Other sound changes 

In the Early Modern English period, short vowels also underwent some transformations, 

although not as radical as the long ones, and usually conditioned. The quality of some vowels 

changed, e.g. [a] > [æ] as in man, castle, or [ʊ] > [ʌ] as in luck, cut in the Southern English 

dialect (Nevalainen 2006: 124). Other vowels underwent changes of quantity — for example, 

lengthening of [æ] or [ɔ] before voiced velar stops (e.g. dog / dock) or voiceless fricatives (e.g. 
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path, ask, glass), or shortening of ME [ɛː, oː] before [d, t, θ, v, f] in monosyllabic words, e.g. 

dead, holiday. The regular shortening that occurred when a vowel was followed by two 

unstressed syllables in combination with the outcome of the Great Vowel Shift was one of the 

causes of the emergence of the morphological principle in English observed in word-pairs such 

as divine/divinity, wild/wilderness (Upward & Davidson, 178). In the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries, there was also an increasing tendency to indicate the quantity of a vowel by doubling 

the following consonant, especially when it was accompanied by a shift of stress to the first 

syllable in French loanwords such as bonnet or cabbage (Upward & Davidson 2011: 179). As 

far as diphthongs are concerned, most of them underwent monophthongisation (e.g. [aʊ] > [ɔ, 

ɑ] as in cause, taught) or merged ([ɔɪ] and [ʊɪ]> [ɔɪ] as in boil, point).  

One of the important consonantal changes that occurred at that time was the 

simplification of initial clusters like wr-, kn-, gn- and their reduction into [n-]. This change 

resulted in a number of homophonous word-pairs such as knew-new, wright-right (Vachek 

1959: 27). On the other hand, some phonemes were new to the English inventory, namely [ŋ] 

as the result of the loss of [-g] as in sing, and [ʒ] serving as the voiced counterpart as in vision. 

One phoneme disappeared from the inventory — /x/ with its allophones [x, ç], usually 

represented by <gh>, while its realisations were substituted by lengthening the preceding vowel 

except after /u/, where they were distributed as allophones of /f/ as in laugh, enough etc. 

(Görlach 1991: 69).  

Although this is hardly a full-fledged account of all the changes that occurred in the 

Early Modern period, the majority of the abovementioned changes and the fact that they were 

not reflected in the spelling, illustrates how the growing distance between sound and its written 

representation affects the regularity of the spelling system.  

 

2.4.  Common spelling variants 

Despite the fact that a great number of Early Modern spellings were very idiosyncratic 

and unpredictable, the following section aims to present some of the regular graphemic 

substitutions and other types of common spelling variations found in the written language of 

that time: 

▪ <u> and <v> 

In English medieval manuscripts, the variation between <u> and <v> operated based on 

the principle of complementary distribution, while it was customary for the grapheme <v> to 

appear initially and <u> medially. This practice also continued in the printed texts where it 

could be observed until approximately 1630s (Salmon 1992: 58). In her analysis of the editions 
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of a manual of good manners The Schoole of Vertue, Rutkowska notes that the rule of 

complementary distribution is followed without an exception in the editions published between 

1557 and 1621, but in the period from 1626 to 1635, the distribution of these graphemes 

depends on the typeface — in the 1626 edition, the texts set in blackletter usually follow the 

complementary distribution rule, while in the passages printed in the Roman typeface in the 

same edition, <u> has a vocalic function and <v> has a consonantal function. After 1630, this 

pattern seemed to be working without an exception, and from 1640 onwards, the graphemes are 

always contrasted (Rutkowska 2016: 168-169). The lack of a clear distinction between the 

sound values of these graphemes before the seventeenth century caused the addition of a final 

silent -<e> to indicate the final /v/ in words like save, have or nerve (Upward and Davidson 

2011: 164).  

 

▪ <i>, <j> and <y> 

The separate use of <i> for the vowel sound and <j> for the consonant sound /dʒ/ (as in 

Iohn/John, iudge/judge) came into practice around 1630, although it took some time for this 

change to become fully established. The graphemes <i> and <y> were used more or less 

interchangeably by the sixteenth century (e.g. life/lyfe, writing/wryting), though the original 

function of <y> was to distinguish <i> it from the surrounding letters with down-strokes (e.g. 

m, n, u, v) which would have otherwise been difficult to decipher when standing in a succession. 

Nevertheless, some studies postulate that the distribution of these graphemes was not 

completely random, considering that, already in the sixteenth century, there was a tendency to 

use <i> in function words (e.g. his, with) and <y> in content words (Ruktowska 2013; Aronoff 

1989). The grapheme <y> was also interchangeable with <ie> in word-final positions, as in 

cittie/citty, or orthographie/orthography (Upward & Davidson 2011: 184-185). 

 

▪ <s> and <z> 

While <z> always represented [z], the grapheme <s> could potentially stand for both 

[s] and [z]. During this period, the intervocalic /s/ became the voiced /z/ after an unstressed 

syllable in words like resist compared to insist (Upward & Davidson 2011: 189). 

 

▪ Word-final -<e> 

As a result of the word-final reduction, -<e> ceased to be pronounced at the end of the 

fourteenth century. The silent grapheme then came to be reinterpreted to indicate the quantity 

of the preceding vowel as in life or case. The use of silent -e was subsequently extended by 
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analogy even to words in which it had no etymological basis, e.g. OE bryd > EModE bride — 

this addition is one of the most common and unpredictable examples of Early Modern English 

spelling variation.  It was also a common practice among scribes and printers to use the silent  

-e to justify lines of text when necessary (Upward & Davidson 2011: 181). 

 

▪ Digraphs 

- <oo> The present-day English offers three different pronunciations of <oo>, as in the 

words food /fuːd/, good /gʊd/ and flood /flʌd/. The first option reflects the immediate result of 

the Great Vowel Shift were the original /oː/ systematically shifted to /uː/. The second option is 

the result of shortening of the vowel to /ʊ/ in the seventeenth century, while the third option 

underwent both shortening and unrounding to /ʌ/ (Upward & Davidson 2011: 187). These 

independent changes caused divergence in the phonemic part of the grapheme-phoneme 

correspondence, making the spelling more unpredictable.  

- <ou> introduced by French scribes after GVS unaffected by the changes, even in native 

words OE hus > ME hous(e). The variants <ou> and <ow> came to be fixed based on their 

position — in initial and medial positions before consonant as <ou> (e.g. our, mouth) and in 

word-final position and syllable-finally before a consonant or a vowel as <ow> (e.g. vow, 

tower). 

- the digraph <gh> representing /g/ was likely introduced by Dutch compositors who 

applied their native spelling conventions onto the English words (Salmon 1992: 43) 

- <dg> begins to appear in medial and final positions instead of the earlier <gg> already 

in the late Middle English, both in foreign and native vocabulary, e.g. ME juge > EModE judge, 

ME egge > EModE edge (Upward & Davidson 2011: 181). 

 

▪ Other common variants: 

- silent l as in calf, talk, psalm – in the sixteenth century inserted by analogy in words 

like could (< OE cuðe) by analogy with should and would (< OE scolde, wolde) 

(Upward & Davidson 2011: 186) 

- loss of final -<n> present in the sixteenth century spellings such as authum ‘autumn’ 

or hymme ‘hymn’ 

- substitution of <u> for <o> in the vicinity of m, n, u, v resulted in words like some, 

love, and ton (Venezky 1970: 38) 

- variation of -<ic> and -<ick> as in music/musick 

- substitution of <t> for <c> in suffixes like -tion and -tial (Venezky 1970: 38) 
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2.5. Grammatical and lexical changes  

 Although the numerous phonological changes were undoubtedly substantial in the 

process of increasing the orthographic depth and complexity, it is also important to 

acknowledge the grammatical and lexical changes that caused a high degree of variation in the 

language, possibly including variation in spelling as well.  

 The transition from the Middle English period to the Early Modern period witnessed 

major changes in morphology, syntax, as well as lexis and pragmatics. In terms of morphology, 

during the seventeenth century, the present tense third person singular verb inflection –(e)th 

became almost entirely replaced by the Northern –(e)s and the second person singular inflection 

-est slowly disappeared with the decline of the pronoun thou.  

The personal pronouns also underwent major changes. By 1600, ye was already an 

alternative to you – before that there was a case distinction – ye was the subjective case and you 

the objective. By 1600, the use of thou was restricted to affective uses and you replaced thou as 

a polite form of address to a single person. You became used in all situations except religious 

uses by the end of the seventeenth century (Nevalainen 2006: 78-80). 

The loss of the Middle English inflections and the reduction of cases to two profoundly 

changed English into a more analytical language, which had subsequently been reflected in the 

gradual fixing of word order and the introduction of features such as the auxiliary do.  

In terms of lexis, Early Modern English was subject to a massive influx of foreign words 

and, according to Crystal, “the increase in foreign borrowings is the most distinctive sign of the 

Renaissance English” (Crystal 2019: 60). Latin and French borrowings continued to permeate 

the English language throughout the period, and with its growing prestige, there arose a question 

of how to approach these foreign words and incorporate them into the English language in a 

way that would be comprehensible for as many people as possible. 

 

 

2.6. Attempts at reforming English spelling 

The complex nature of English orthography in combination with the changing status of 

the language in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries instigated a debate on a number of issues 

concerning the nature of the writing system.  

The early printers, authors, teachers, and scribes were faced with a spelling system that 

did not naturally correspond to the pronunciation, and the growing popularity of translated 

books exposed the need for the adoption of new vocabulary, mostly in the form of borrowings.  
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Caxton provides interesting insights into these issues already in the preface of his 

translation of Eneydos, He admits that he struggled to choose the right words for his translation, 

as he could not achieve a balance between words that are too archaic and words that are too 

innovative to be understood. In the preface, he mentions he was criticised by some because for 

using in his translations “ouer curyous termes which coude not be vderstande of comyn peple” 

(Caxton 1890 [1490]: 4). It was suggested to him that he should use the native words in his 

translation. On this note, Caxton complains that he “toke an olde boke and redde therin and 

certaynly the englysshe was so rude and brood that [he] coude not wele vnderstande it […] And 

certynly it was wreton in suche wyse that it was more lyke to dutche than enlysshe” (Caxton 

1890 [1490]: 4). Caxton, standing abashed “bytwenen playn rude & curyous,” became aware 

of the fact that in order to satisfy and be understood by as many people as possible, he needed 

to find a middle ground for the choice of vocabulary, as well as language variety. In the Preface, 

he also notices how the language has changed since he was born, and comments on the lack of 

mutual intelligibility of different English dialects.  

Although it is not clear whether Caxton successfully managed to choose a suitable 

vocabulary, it is fairly certain that he managed to propagate with his prints the London-based 

variety of English (with some forms that were likely influenced by his Kentish upbringing), 

partly by catering popular vernacular literature (e.g. Chaucer, Malory, Lydgate) to middle-class 

and aristocratic readership of London (King 2009: 288). Similarly, Caxton’s immediate 

successor, Wynkyn de Worde, continued in the policy of “bringing archaic or regional wording 

into conformity with London English” in his printed texts (King 2009: 289; Shute 2017: 17).  

As far as spelling is concerned, it is important to remember that Caxton was primarily a 

businessman and the uniformity of spellings in his printed texts might not have been his main 

concern, as was the case with most of the early printers (Payne 2016: 104). Close examination 

of spelling in Caxton’s work shows a considerable degree of spelling inconsistency (Blake 

1965; Aronoff 1989; Salmon 1992). The same words tend to occur in a few different spellings 

within a single text, or even a single line. For example, there are inconsistencies in doubling of 

consonants and vowels, and the use of finale -e fluctuates throughout his publications (Salmon 

1992: 24). Many spelling tendencies of the printers in this period were influenced by French 

and Latin, but also by Dutch, since many compositors were of a Flemish origin. 

 In the sixteenth century, the interference of native and foreign spelling conventions 

became one of the major issues – should the spelling be adapted to the native spelling system, 

or should the original spelling be preserved? Other issues that were debated at that time were, 

for example, the number of graphemes in the inventory, indications of length, distinctions of 
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homophones or etymological spellings. These and other issues started to be widely discussed 

in a number of proposals for a spelling reform.  

 

2.6.1. Spelling reformers 

2.6.1.1.  John Hart 

One of the first proponents of a spelling reform was John Hart, a renowned phonetician. 

In the preface to his treatise An Orthographie (1569), Hart presents the advantages of his 

reform: “First it shall cause the naturall English knowing no letter, to be able to learne to decerne 

and easily to reade (whatsoeuer he may see before him to written or printed)” (Hart 1968 [1569]: 

4). He continues to describe that his aim was to create a writing system which would facilitate 

learning of English for both its native speakers and foreigners, as well as make it easier for 

speakers of other dialects to acquire the proposed standard. Hart considered the English spelling 

unsatisfactory, as it contained an insufficient number of graphemes (he created five new letters 

and suggested indication of length by a subscript dot). There were also unnecessary distinctions 

in the writing of homophones and an overabundance of letters: “we shuold not neede to vse 

aboue the two thirdes or three quarters at most, of the letters which we are nowe constreyned 

to vse, and to saue the one third, or at least the one quarter, of the paper, ynke, and time which 

we now spend superfluously in writing and printing” (Hart 1968 [1569]: 5). He opposed 

etymological spellings and suggested that loanwords ought to be integrated orthographically 

(Görlach 1991: 64-68). In his following publication, an instruction manual A Methode (1570), 

Hart offered a revised alphabet with no new characters expect three ligatures, however, his ideas 

did not achieve wider acceptance, even though his proposals for a spelling reform was among 

the most consistent ones. Despite this, his suggestions might have stimulated other attempts at 

reform, namely those by the printers Richard Jugge, John Allde and Roberd Allde, who 

according to Salmon, published texts with similar orthography (1992: 26). 

 

2.6.1.2.  John Cheke 

The ideas of the classical scholar John Cheke exhibited puristic tendencies. As a 

professor of Greek, he was an advocate of the proper pronunciation of Ancient Greek together 

with another spelling reformer Thomas Smith. He opposed the so-called inkhorn terms 

(eloquent and often difficult to understand words) that were popular in the sixteenth century. 

He wanted to preserve English “vnmixt and vnmangeled” and proposed alternatives to 

borrowed words, e.g. hunderder instead of centurion (Görlach 1991: 174). Among Cheke’s 

suggestion were geminate vowels as indicators of quantity, as well as geminate consonants to 
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indicating a preceding short vowel, and introduced the symbol ω instead of oo (Venezky 1970: 

31).  

 

2.6.1.3.  Thomas Smith 

Cheke’s colleague Thomas Smith attempted to create a phonetic transcription system, 

and perceived writing only as the imitation of speech. He collected his thoughts on spelling 

reform in De recta & emendate linguae anglicae (1568), however, he did not devise a concrete 

spelling system, but rather, he offered variant spellings to choose from (Venezky 1970: 31). 

 

2.6.1.4.  William Bullokar 

In his treatise Booke at large, for the Amendment of Orthographie for English Speech 

(1580), William Bullokar recognises the non-phonemic tendencies in the English orthography: 

Of which default, complaine we may, in the old A. B. C: 

wherin be letters twentie fower, whereof but six agree,  

In perfect use, of name, and sound, besides misplacing some,  

other are written unfounded, wherein concord is none.”  

(Bullokar 1580: The Prologe)  

Bullokar is an advocate of a direct relation between a particular sound and a particular spelling. 

He opposes the introduction of new graphemes, and instead suggests modifications of existing 

letters by different accents and ligatures, based in part upon etymology (Venezky 1970: 31). 

 

2.6.1.5.  Richard Mulcaster 

The motivation for a spelling reform for Richard Mulcaster has roots in his teaching 

profession. The reform was a planned as the first part of a comprehensive handbook on 

education. Out of all the aforementioned reformers, his suggestions actually made impact on 

the contemporary spelling books. The words were given one spelling which came to be used 

consistently. Many of these spellings have survived to the present day, except those affected by 

later systematic changes. In Elementarie (1582), he presents the first systematic attempt to teach 

reading and writing in English, and also expresses the need for an English dictionary. He 

includes a list of 8,000 familiar English words, of which many later appear in a popular primer 

and grammar book English Schoole-Master (1596) by Edmund Coote and in the first true 

English dictionary Table Alphabetical (1604) by Robert Cawdrey (Hotchkiss & Robinson 2008: 

63).  
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2.6.1.6.  Alexander Gil  

One of Mulcaster’s pedagogical successors was Alexander Gil, who in his Latin 

grammar of English Logonomia Anglica (1619) proposes a phonemic writing system with 

revives the Anglo-Saxon symbols ð and þ instead of th, and introduces a new letter ŋ to 

represent a voiced velar nasal. The work of John Milton, who was Gil‘s student, might have 

been influenced by the proposed system (Upward & Davidson 2011: 295). 

 

Despite the fact that none of these spelling reform proposals was widely accepted, the 

increasing awareness of these issues paved the way for the emergence of first proper 

dictionaries and other prescriptivist activities of the centuries following the Early Modern 

period. The major concerns of these reformers, i.e. phonetic orthography, etymological 

spellings, morphological spellings and indication of vowel length, prepared the ground for the 

orthoepists and lexicographers of the Late Modern Period (Salmon 1992: 21). 

 

2.7.  Early printing 

2.7.1.  The advent of printing in England 

After Gutenberg’s invention of the printing press with movable type, the innovation 

rapidly spread from Germany to other European countries. Compared to the screw presses 

which were used up until that time, the movable-type printing press significantly accelerated 

the rate of the production of printed texts. William Caxton, originally a textile merchant from 

Kent, imported the art of printing to England and established his press in Westminster around 

the year 1476. Westminster at that time was a place circulating with courtiers and aristocrats to 

whom Caxton marketed his products. This made it a very suitable location for acquiring 

patronage, allowing his business to grow.  

Before Caxton became an established printer in England, he had spent some time 

abroad. He acquired his printing skills as an apprentice of the Flemish printer Johannes 

Veldener in Cologne (King 2009: 284) with whom he later established his first press in Bruges. 

There Caxton printed his translation of the French courtly romance Recuyell of the Historyes of 

Troye written by Raoul Lefèvre which became the first ever printed book in the English 

language (Blake 1991: 276). At the same time, with this publication, England became the only 

country whose first printed book was written in the vernacular (Duff 1906: 6). The first book 

that Caxton printed in England was a popular Arabic compendium of wisdoms called Dictes or 

Sayengis of the Philosophres, translated via French by Anthony Woodwille (Duff 1906: 6). In 
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the following years, England continued to produce a considerably greater number of books in 

the vernacular, compared to the continental countries (Hotchkiss & Robinson 2008: 2). 

Translations of books into English, or the so called ‘englished’ literature, formed a 

substantial portion of the early printed books. The popularity of genres like French romances 

provided a safe starting point for Caxton and other early printers, as the idea was to provide and 

disseminate new reading material in a familiar genre instead of simply printing copies of the 

native manuscript publications (Blake 1991: 276).  

 

2.7.2.  The early printing houses 

In the early days of printing there were eight centres of printing London, York, Oxford, 

Abington, Cambridge, Tavistock, St. Albans, Ipswich, Canterbury and Norwich (Plomer 1915: 

98-113). However, of all these places, London, as the centre of commerce and cultural life, 

provided an ideal location for such a business. Although Caxton set up his first printing house 

in Westminster, the printing business and book trade soon moved to Fleet Street and St. Paul’s 

Churchyard in London, and it was there that the majority of new printing houses started to be 

established (Plomer 1915: 27). Many printers soon started to focus on printing specific genres. 

For example, the first London printer John Lettou and his successor William de Machlinia 

specialised in printing law-books, Robert Wyer focused on theological and medical literature 

(Plomer 1915: 8). William Faques, who became the first appointed royal printer in 1504, 

specialised in printing official documents (Plomer 1915: 34). Some printers even introduced 

new techniques into printing – Richard Pynson, for example, who became the royal printer after 

Faques, was first in England to introduce pagination, two-coloured printing, or the use of 

Roman type (Hotchkiss & Robinson 2008: 53).  

In the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, the role of a printer was multifaceted – as 

Plant states, “the chief continental book producers of the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries 

all combined at least the functions of printer, publisher and bookseller, selling at least their own 

publications at the retail stage”, while some printers also functioned as translators or 

typefounders (Plant 1974: 60). Printers like Thomas Berthelet or Julian Notary were also 

bookbinders – a useful profession that other printers often depended on. Apart from master 

printers, the early printing houses traditionally consisted of journeymen compositors, as well as 

apprentices who were often as young as fourteen.  

The role of a printer started to change in the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 

when there was a shift from a book trade dominated by multifunctional master printers, who 

were in charge of nearly all steps of book production, to syndicates of booksellers and 
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publishers (King 2009: 291; Plant 1974: 66). This division of the book trade became more and 

more common mostly due to the increase in the number of printed texts, as well as due to 

political reasons, such as restricting the printing business only to members of the Stationers’ 

Company, which left many to undertake other branches of the trade like publishing or 

bookselling on which no restrictions were imposed. The first half of the sixteenth century was 

also greatly influenced by various papal and crown restrictions designed to eliminate the spread 

of anti-Roman Catholic publications. Other historical events, such as the plague in 1655 and 

the Great Fire of London in 1666, together with further political restrictions and censorship 

significantly paralysed book production in England at the time (Page 1911; Plant 1974; Neville 

2022). 

 

 

2.7.3.  The process of printing 

The advent of printing did not immediately replace the manuscript culture. In fact, the 

manuscript culture continued long after printing had been introduced, since manuscripts 

continued to serve as important indicators of status at that time (Plant 1974: 23). Each 

manuscript was unique and had a higher value compared to a printed book which was only one 

of many identical copies. Furthermore, early printed books for a long time continued to 

resemble manuscripts – they retained the form of a codex, often containing binding decorations, 

hand-made rubrications and illuminations. The incunables also lacked title pages or running 

heads and they were unpaginated (Hotchkiss & Robinson 2008: 2). The most noticeable 

difference was that the text-bearing material changed from parchment to paper, which also 

contributed to the rapid growth of book trade due to the accessibility of the material (Plant 1974: 

24). 

 Compared to other countries like Italy, Germany or France, there is only one extant 

fragment of a spelling manual for printers which was published by the printer John Rastell in 

1530 and where rules are provided for representation of /eː/ and /ɛː/ in medial and final position 

(Salmon 1992: 19). No other spelling manual has survived, and the skills and processes used in 

the printing houses were mostly passed on orally to the apprentices who subsequently continued 

in the business (Maruca 2003: 325). Most of the information about the general art of printing 

at that time comes from the manual by Joseph Moxon called Mechanick Exercises on the Whole 

Art of Printing (1683).  

 The first step of the printing process was determination of the book format (e.g. folio, 

broadsheet, quarto, etc.) and casting off an exemplar with the selected type fount to estimate 
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the amount of material needed. The following step was composition – selecting type from upper 

and lower cases and placing it in the correct order on composing sticks which were subsequently 

laid out on an imposing stone. Redistribution of type into cases was often necessary, since the 

number of the metallic sorts was limited. The lay of the cases often varied from one printing 

house to another and it could have contained up to 250 different compartments, often including 

ligatures (e.g. fi, ff, ffl) or combinations of letters (e.g. sc, sh, sl, ee, ei). An inevitable part of 

the process of composition was justification – the lines of type had to be adjusted, so they filled 

the whole measure in the composing stick. This was often done by using contractions such as 

ampersand or superscripts (as in yt ‘that’), as well as by varying the spelling of the words in 

order to fit into the line correctly.1 After the composing sticks were laid out on the imposing 

stone, the type was smeared with printer’s ink and the whole frame was inserted into the printing 

press. The last step was to press the inked type onto a dampened paper which was then taken 

out and hung to dry (King 2009; Howard-Hill 2006).  

 As has already been suggested, the spelling of the early printed texts might have been 

partly determined by the composition of type. It is all the more likely, considering that almost 

no spelling manual survived from that time and each printing house used a different set of types 

and founts which would offer different spelling opportunities. As Brengelman points out, “there 

is no evidence whatever of any printing house taking a serious interest in the regularization of 

English spelling. There is no evidence that any sort of mutual dissemination of information 

about spelling among printers was taking place, not even within the same printing house” (1980: 

333). It is, therefore, not entirely clear which person involved in the printing process was most 

responsible for the final spelling of the printed texts. 

As far as proof correcting is concerned, it was expected that the author of the text should 

visit the printing house regularly and correct the proofs, thus absolving the printer from all 

misprints that could have possibly been caused by his journeymen – although some printers, 

Caxton for example, always proofread the whole text after printing it off (Plant 1974: 69). The 

early printers frequently did not follow the spellings of their author copies, sometimes not even 

of those written by spelling reformers (Howard-Hill 2006: 16). The first mention of a corrector 

as a printing-house term can be found in a French textbook printed by John Palsgrave in 1530 

(Nevalainen 2012: 149). However, it was not until the second half of the seventeenth century 

 
1 Howard-Hill’s analysis of compositorial spellings (2006: 26) suggest that the number of spellings that can be 

clearly identified as the product of justification is remarkably small. Instead, the more favoured methods are the 

use of contractions and the removal or addition of the silent -e. However, the material used for the analysis were 

only the concordances in the first quartos of Titus Andronicus (1594) and A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1600), 

which is hardly representative of the whole Early Modern Period. 
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that a professional corrector was regularly established in the printing house (Plant 1974: 71). In 

some cases, the lack of a corrector could have had major consequences – for example, the Bible 

printed by Robert Barker and Martin Lucas in 1631 did not include “not” in one of the 

commandments and said “Thou shalt commit adultery,” causing the printers to pay a fine and 

lose their printing licence (Grafton et al. 2023: 215).  

 

2.7.4.  Printing and standardisation 

The reformers of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries frequently expressed 

their dissatisfaction with the state of spelling in printed texts (Lass et al. 1992: 19). They often 

blamed the printers for being ignorant, barbarous and haphazard with their spellings, and for 

not knowing proper English, since many of the early printers were foreigners, including the 

royal printers William Faques and Richard Pynson who were both Normans (Plant 1974: 28). 

The wide range of age and experience, together with the regional diversity of the personnel also 

might have played a significant role in spelling variation. Another frequent group of foreigners 

were the compositors, often of a Flemish origin, who as non-native speakers might have applied 

the spelling conventions of their mother tongue to the spelling of English words. Despite this, 

studies examining re-printings of various popular books show a decrease in spelling diversity 

already in the beginning of the period. 

In his study, N. F. Blake (1965) analyses the successive reprintings of Reynard the Fox 

first printed by William Caxton in 1481 and reprinted in 1489. The collection of fables was 

later reprinted by Richard Pynson in 1500, then by Wynkyn de Worde in 1515 and lastly by 

Thomas Gaultier in 1550. The results of the analysis show that the spelling in the span of the 

eighty years continued to be relatively haphazard, for example in the use of i/y, a/o, or in the 

use of the silent -e, etc. However, some tendencies towards regularisation were also observed, 

for example the tendency towards a conformity of spelling of words such as enough or through. 

In Gaultier’s reprint, the preterite endings of the weak verb forms -yd/-id/-ed also moved 

towards modernity (-ed) and regularity. Furthermore, the grapheme ea in words such as head, 

beast, and teach seems to have been accepted as the standard spelling in a very short time. 

Although the spellings in these editions were still far from being consistent, individual 

tendencies toward regularity and modernity seem to have been present already in the beginnings 

of printing. 

The printing-house practices began to be increasingly more focused in the period from 

1570s onward where some improvements in spelling consistency can be observed (Nevalainen 

2012: 155). The printers at that time often attempted to distinguish between <ee> and <ea> 
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(corresponding to ME /eː/ and /ɛː/ respectively) to achieve a closer relation between sound and 

graph, or to denote vowel length either by doubling <o> and <e> (as in moon, been), or by using 

final silent <e> (as in made, tune). Another spelling trend of the time concerned words borrowed 

from French and Latin which fairly regularly appeared in etymological spellings, as in debt 

(ME dette) or advice (ME avis), paradoxically resulting in greater disparity of sound and its 

graphemic realisation (Salmon 1992: 28). 

Robin C. Alston (1967) examined successive editions of a popular schoolbook The 

English School-Master written by Edmund Coote and first printed in 1596. The analysis shows 

that the number of non-modern elements of spelling decreased each decade. At the end of the 

seventeenth century, not only did the spelling become more regular, but also, 78 percent of the 

spellings were already modern by today’s standards (Howard-Hill 2006: 16).  

Another publication that appeared in several editions was an almanac called Kalender 

of Shepherdes published between 1506 and 1656. The analysis of thirteen editions of this 

almanac performed by Hanna Rutkowska (2013) shows that new graphemic realisations of the 

analysed derivational suffixes were possibly adopted as a part of the printers’ own initiative 

until the middle of the sixteenth. As an example, Rutkowska mentions Wynkyn de Worde 

whose publications show high degree of spelling consistency compared to other printers of that 

time. From mid sixteenth century, Rutkowska observes correlation between the spelling 

practices of printers and the suggestions made in the normative publications of that time 

(Rutkowska 2013). A similar conclusion was drawn in her later study where she examined 

several editions of a popular manual of good manners The School of Vertue (1557–1687). This 

study suggests that the distribution of graphemes and the indication of vowel length became 

more consistent in the second half of the sixteenth century but started to be used almost without 

an exception around the year 1670 (Rutkowska 2016: 186). Again, the practice of the printers 

seems to correlate with the spelling recommendation of the reformers (e.g. the present-day 

distribution of <v> and <u> started to be more prevalent after Butler’s recommendations from 

1633), however, no proper causal relationship has been proven (Rutkowska 2016: 187). 

Although the early printed texts show a degree of focusing in spelling almost from the 

very beginning of printing in England, it is was not until the late seventeenth and eighteenth 

century that the spelling system began to be noticeably stable, consistent and modern. The 

previous research examines spelling practices of individual printers and only shows some 

tendencies towards a more regular spelling system. However, it is not entirely certain to what 

extent the tendencies were a part of the printers’ internal policies and to what extent was the 
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growing spelling regularity influenced by the normative writings of the early reformers and the 

growing institutionalisation and specialisation of the trade. 

Since the previous research only focused on a small number of printers, the present 

thesis aims to quantitatively examine the degree of spelling variation within the texts printed 

by most of the printers active at that time, in order to map the development of trends in spelling 

variation throughout the two centuries following the arrival of printing to England. 
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3. Method and material 

3.1. Variation 

The process of standardisation is inevitably accompanied by the suppression of variation 

in a language. Variation is defined by Trask as “[t]he existence of observable differences in the 

way a language is used in a speech community” (Trask 1999: 221) or by Labov as “two 

alternative ways of saying the same thing” (Labov 2008: 2). It occurs on every linguistic level 

and is often a predisposition for language change. In the case of spelling, variation can be 

understood as using two or more graphic forms for representing the same function. The present 

study considers only spelling variation within one regional variety. The formal differences that 

would on a larger scale be considered dialectal (e.g. BrE, centre / AmE. center, BrE, baptising 

/ AmE. baptizing) are, therefore, here not treated as functional and will be treated as variants of 

the same word. On the other hand, the differences that historically began as dialectal variation 

but evolved into a language change are treated as functional differences – for example, the 

originally southern present tense third person singular verb inflection –(e)th that was replaced 

by the northern variant –(e)s during the seventeenth century, are treated as separate functions 

and therefore should be distinguished in the analysis. The same applies to instances of 

pragmatic variation, such as the use of ye/you/thou, which should be treated as separate units.  

 

3.1.1. Quantifying variation 

Compared to the number of qualitative studies on the topic of spelling variation in Early 

Modern English printed texts, there are only a few quantitative corpus-based studies that 

attempt to explore this topic. Most of the previous studies either focus on selected features of 

spelling variation, e.g. graphemic realisations of derivational suffixes (Rutkowska 2013; Berg 

& Aronoff 2017), positional redistribution of word initial <u>/<v>, <i>/<j> (Condorelli 2021), 

or they focus only on successive editions of one publication (Rutkowska 2013) or texts printed 

by a single printer (Shute 2017; Wójcik 2021). The last two studies mentioned both use similar 

methods for analysing the overall degree of spelling variation in the texts selected for 

examination. They work with two versions of texts – one is in the original spelling, the other is 

normalised into present-day Standard English spelling using the VARD tool2 (Rayson et al. 

2005) – and map the spelling variants onto a single word they are supposed to represent. Both 

studies then use similarity measurements for the analysis of spelling similarities across different 

quires of the printed book in order to establish which quires were typeset by the same 

 
2 To be described in more detail in the following sections. 
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compositors based on their orthographic idiolects (it is assumed that not all quires were typeset 

by the same person). The advantage of using similarity measurement is that it enables 

comparison of all spellings used in the texts and makes it possible to establish how similar are 

different sections of a text (e.g. quires), locating where in the text a change in the combination 

of spellings might have occurred. However, since this method requires the text to be turned into 

numbers and vectorized, the disadvantage of this method is that all the syntactic and relational 

information is lost in the process, which might lead to incorrect assessment of words such as 

homonyms (Shute 2017: 82). Furthermore, the approaches taken in these studies do not measure 

the overall degree of spelling variation within the given texts, since they only work with the 

frequencies of the spelling variants and do not explore how consistent the spellings are.  

A more encompassing analysis was undertaken by Alistair Baron (2011) as a part of his 

dissertation focusing on dealing with spelling variation in Early Modern English texts. In this 

analysis, Baron uses data from six different corpora consisting of both printed and hand-written 

texts, samples it into decades ranging from 1417 to 1776, and checks each sample against a list 

of high-frequency words from BNC in order to map the original spelling variants to their 

present-day standard forms. Subsequently, the percentages of both type and token variants are 

calculated to indicate the variations for each decade. The results show a downward trend in the 

level of spelling variation throughout the decades. Although this study is probably the largest 

and most diverse in terms of data because of the methods employed, the results can only be 

understood as a rough approximation of the degree of variation each decade. The chosen 

process of variant detection might lead to problems such as not taking into account homonyms 

or archaic words and inflectional forms. Furthermore, using variant percentages does not 

exactly represent the degree of spelling variation in each decade.    

A more suitable method for quantifying variation was suggested by Tichý (2018) who 

analysed spelling variation in Early Modern English correspondence. In his study, he introduces 

an innovative approach to measuring spelling variation based on weighted information 

(Shannon) entropy which measures the degree of predictability of different spelling forms of 

individual types.3 In other words, it expresses the degree of uncertainty of the spelling forms of 

the types, and it is based on the distribution of probabilities of the forms being used in a text. 

The total entropy of different texts is in the end calculated using weighted sum of all the types, 

since the frequencies of types are not identical (Tichý 2018: 29-30). 

 
3 The term type is here understood as an abstract lexical-grammatical unit which may inlcude inflected forms, 

such as couldst or oweth. 
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Considering that the last method seems most suitable and accurate for the purposes of the 

present study, it will be employed here to analyse the degree of spelling variability within texts 

printed by individual printers. The results will then be compared throughout the decades of the 

Early Modern Period in order to map the overall trends in spelling variation.  

The following sections will describe in more detail the data used for the analysis, the 

chosen normalisation tool and the statistical methods for evaluation of the results. 

 

3.2. Data 

The data used for this research comes from the Early English Books Online (EEBO) 

collection of digitalised facsimiles of almost all books printed in England during the Early 

Modern Period. In collaboration with the Text Creation Partnership (TCP)4 project, more than 

60,000 texts of different genres have been transcribed through manual keying and marked up 

in XML and SGML format to indicate structural elements of the texts (chapters, tables, lists, 

etc.). The corpus of EEBO consists of over 800 million words and includes bibliographical 

metadata, namely the year and place of publishing (if it is known), the name of the 

printer/publisher/printing house, the title and the author of the book, the language, and the ID 

of the publication that matches with the available XML files.5 Additional data about the genre 

of the text, source library and the completeness of the text can be found in the updated title list 

available at ProQuest.6  

 

3.2.1. Preprocessing of the data 

Considering that EEBO-TCP collection contains virtually every surviving book published 

from the arrival of printing into England to the end of seventeenth century, it is considered to 

be the most suitable choice for the purposes of this analysis. However, the data obtained from 

the corpus, though valuable, comes with some underlying issues connected to its nature.  

 

3.2.1.1. Facsimile transcription 

As has already been mentioned, the original facsimiles were manually transcribed (rather 

than automatically analysed by optical character recognition) in order to achieve higher 

transcription accuracy due to the structural complexity and low quality of some of the scanned 

 
4 Text Creation Partnership. “About the partnership.” Accessed July 10, 2023. https://textcreationpartnership.org/ 

about-the-tcp. 
5 ProQuest. “TLS-EEBO.” Accessed July 10, 2023. https://www.proquest.com/go/tls-eebo 
6 ProQuest. “Early English Books Online (EEBO) on the ProQuest Platform.” Accessed July 10, 2023. 

https://proquest.libguides.com/eebopqp/content. 
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microfilms. Although manual keying increases the likelihood that ambiguous or missing 

characters will be interpreted correctly, the human factor still might play a minor role in the 

resulting accuracy of the transcribed texts. A cursory examination of the texts in EEBO and the 

error rate calculations of the normalisation process reveal possible instances of such 

transcription errors, e.g. jujury instead of injury, veuemous instead of venemous,7 mestimable 

instead of inestimable, or [brought] sorth instead of forth. These errors may be attributed to the 

misinterpretation of the minims of the glyphs i, j, m, n, v and u, or to the confusion of the long 

ſ with f. However, the number of such errors in the texts should be minimal – as stated on the 

TCP website, since each page is transcribed by more than one person and the results are then 

compared, the level of accuracy of the digitised texts should be approximately 99.995%.8 A 

smaller calculation of transcription error rate in EEBO was done by Shute with the result being 

99,86% percent accuracy, which is still relatively high (2017: 65). 

What might cause more substantial issues for the analysis are, among other things, some 

of the characters used to indicate the structure of the original texts. For example, the marked-

up files contain characters to indicate line breaks ( | used for line breaks with a hyphen, ¦ for 

cases without a hyphen). These characters are not desired in the final analysis and will have to 

be removed so they do not compromise the results. Furthermore, abbreviations of words (except 

for ye ‘the’ and yt ‘that’) are expanded and indicated by curly brackets, e.g. ꝑfecteley > 

{per}fectely (Shute 2017: 66). It would be desirable to exclude the cases of abbreviation from 

the analysis since the expanded forms cannot be treated as the original spellings. Furthermore, 

the standardisation of abbreviations is a very specific part of the development of English 

orthography and should therefore be examined separately. 

since it is likely that the motivation behind abbreviating words differs from the motivation 

behind choosing a spelling variant. However, due to the nature of the data available, the 

exclusion of abbreviated words cannot be guaranteed, which might lead to some distortion of 

the results. 

 

3.2.1.2. Bibliographical metadata 

Since this thesis aims to examine the level of spelling consistency within the works 

printed by individual printers, it is necessary to acquire information about the published works 

in the EEBO collection. The list of bibliographical metadata available from ProQuest then must 

 
7 As a possible spelling variant of venomous. 
8 Text Creation Partnership. “The results of keying instead of OCR.” Accessed July 12, 2023. 

https://textcreationpartnership.org/using-tcp-content/results-of-keying/ 
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be merged with the data extracted from the available XML files, so that the titles of the database 

can be linked to the filenames. Although the metadata contain information about the publishers 

and the place of publication, they have not been unified and therefore consist of the original 

content of the colophons which is extremely varied and inconsistent. For example, books 

printed by the printer Felix Kingston appear in these formats:  

Imprinted by Felix Kyngston, and are to be sold by Matthew Lownes 

Excudebat Felix Kingstonius 

Imprinted by Felix Kyngston for Robert Allott, and are to be sold at his shop in 

S. Pauls Churchyard at the signe of the Beare 

Printed by Felix Kyngston for VVilliam Welbie, and are to be sold at his shop 

at the signe of the Greyhound in Pauls Churchyard, etc.   

 

The same applies for the places of publication which also include different spelling variants. 

This inconsistency requires manual correction and unification, so that subsequent grouping of 

the individual printers is possible. Furthermore, since the roles in the Early Modern printing 

industry were often ambiguous and the distinction between printers, publishers and booksellers 

was not clear-cut, the data needs to be filtered only to instances from which it is fairly obvious 

who was the person that printed the book, e.g. phrases such as “printed by,” rather than “printed 

for.” Reprinted titles that are also to be excluded. Once the data is unified, the titles are to be 

filtered out based on the place of publication to limit the inclusion of other dialectal varieties of 

English, in this case London, including Westminster. Some names of the printers also require 

to be filtered out because of their ambiguity in cases where only the initials of the first name 

are given (e.g. John Roberts vs. James Roberts), or where there it is unclear if it is the junior or 

the senior (e.g. John Hancock Senior vs. John Hancock Junior). Similarly, careful and informed 

choices are required when determining which books should be included in the printer’s 

published works, since some the dates of publication are either too far away from other book 

published by him, or the supposedly active years are suspiciously long, exceeding even today’s 

average life expectancy. The reasons for this might be the existence of two or more printers 

with the same (often father and son), or a mistake in the metadata. The information about the 

printers, their active years and relatives in the business can be checked against, for example, 

Henry Plomer’s Dictionary of the Booksellers and Printers (1907) in order to limit incorrectly 

assigned books.  
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3.2.1.3. Printers throughout the decades 

One of the main issues when it comes to analysing printed books throughout time is 

unequal distribution of printers and published works in different decades. It took some time for 

the art of printing to become fully established, which is clearly reflected in the amount of data 

available from the end of the fifteenth century approximately until the middle of the sixteenth 

century (see Figure 1).  

 

The difference between the first decades and the following periods is significant also when it 

comes to token count per period – for example, the period from 1474 to 1559 in the selected 
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Figure 1. The number of books printed (by the selected printers) each decade. 

Figure 2. The number of tokens per decade. 
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data contains almost as many tokens as the following decade alone (10,606,445 compared to 

11,347,341), out of the total 387,811,243 tokens (see Figure 2).  

Another issue is the size of individual texts which range from a couple of tokens to 

200,000 tokens per sample. The difference in the size of the samples may lead to distorted 

results of the analysis of the overall trend throughout the decades – the smaller the sample size, 

the less likely it is that enough instances and variants of a given word will be collected, and the 

variation will have low chances of being manifested in a shorter text.  

Therefore, to minimise the distortion of the results of the analysis, the timeline of the 

period will be divided into sections with approximately the same number of tokens, as 

suggested by Tichý (2018). Although the sections will not be proportional in terms of years, 

they will provide similar chances of variant spellings to occur in the text, which leads to a 

greater number of forms being assigned to a single type.  

 

3.3. Normalisation 

To acquire the data necessary for calculating spelling variety, it is first necessary to map 

the original variant spellings onto a single word that represents them, which was in this case 

chosen to be a corresponding word in the present-day standard British English spelling. There 

are versions of the EEBO-TCP texts that have already been normalised, namely those available 

as parts of the EarlyPrint9 and Visualising English Print (VEP TCP)10 projects. The VEP TCP 

offers plain texts in both original and normalised version, however, because of its text 

processing decisions and standardisation principles, the texts are not precisely word-aligned, 

which complicates the process of mapping of the spelling variants. On the other hand, the texts 

from the EarlyPrint database are available in XML format, from which it is possible to extract 

words with their original and normalised spelling aligned line by line (thus also including cases 

with varied word boundaries, e.g. myself / my self , another / a nother, etc.), which allows 

further analysis of the types, spelling forms and their tokens. Therefore, the texts from the 

EarlyPrint depository will be used for acquiring the data necessary for this study. The 

EarlyPrint XML files have been annotated using the MorphAdorner11 (Burns 2013) tool to 

include regularized spelling, identification of part-of-speech, and lemmatization, as well as 

various information about changes of font, foreign languages and abbreviations. These features 

are undoubtedly very beneficial in order to make the data as clean and as possible. For example, 

 
9 https://earlyprint.org. 
10 https://graphics.cs.wisc.edu/WP/vep/vep-tcp-collection. 
11 http://morphadorner.northwestern.edu/morphadorner. 
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foreign words or numerals can be easily excluded, making the data less contaminated by 

potentially undesirable words that might distort the results.  

The choice of the EarlyPrint data does not come without its shortcomings. Since the error 

rates are not provided, it is unclear what the accuracy of the mapping of spelling variants onto 

a standard word is. Furthermore, some of the processing choices made by the creators may not 

be suitable for the present analysis. For example, unlike the original EEBO-TCP files, the 

abbreviations have been expanded, which may cause that a word is incorrectly evaluated as a 

certain spelling form. Furthermore, the MorphAdorner tool does not take into consideration the 

context of the words and is therefore prone to incorrect choice of the standard word in cases of 

homonyms and other ambiguous words. Because of the apparent inconsistencies in the 

EarlyPrint texts, an experiment will be conducted to see if a chosen normalisation method on 

the data from EEBO-TCP can yield better results. Subsequently, error rates for both systems 

will be calculated and the results will determine which dataset will be chosen. 

 

3.3.1. Normalisation tools 

There are several different options when it comes to normalisation of non-standard texts. 

Normalised versions of texts not only provide more understandable versions of historical texts 

for modern readers, but they also improve the performance of corpus tools such as search 

queries or part-of-speech taggers. For this purpose, many tools for normalisation have been 

developed. In his large-scale comparison of automatic historical text normalisation methods, 

Marcel Bollmann (2019) presents common approaches to normalisation, such as substitution 

lists (based on lexical substitution, dictionary lookup, etc.), rule-based methods (e.g. letter 

replacement or deletion), distance-based methods (using distance measures, e.g Levenshtein 

distance) and statistical and neural models (based on machine translation procedures). Of all 

the normalisation tools evaluated in this study, the method using character-based statistical 

machine translation with the tool cSMTiser12 (Ljubešić et al. 2016; Scherrer & Ljubešić 2016) 

yielded best results compared to the tools Norma13 (Bollmann 2012) based on substitution lists, 

rule-based operations and distance-based algorithm, and NMT14 (Tang 2018) based on neural 

machine translation. All these methods were evaluated on token level, however, as Bollmann 

mentions, including context from the surrounding tokens would be desirable (Bollmann 2019: 

3887). 

 
12 https://github.com/clarinsi/csmtiser. 
13 https://github.com/comphist/norma. 
14 https://github.com/tanggongbo/normalization-NMT. 
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Since the method using cSMTiser yielded the best results, and it also offers sentence-level 

processing which might improve the results, it will be used for the comparison of error rates. 

 

3.3.2. cSMTiser 

As described by its creators, cSMTiser is “a supervised machine learning tool that 

performs word normalization by using Character-level Statistical Machine Translation.”15 It 

was developed by Nikola Ljubešić et al. (2016) for the purposes of normalising historical, as 

well non-standard modern texts. The tool employs other SMT tools, namely the word alignment 

tool GIZA++16 (Och and Ney 2003), Moses Decoder17 (Koehn et al 2007) for phrase extraction 

and decoding, and KENLM18 (Heafield 2011) for word prediction. The main principle of this 

tool is based on splitting a word or a segment of the textual data into individual characters and 

translating the resulting string of characters, rather than translating a string of words in a 

sentence, as it is done in normal SMT (Ljubešić et al. 2016: 149). As already mentioned, 

cSMTiser operates both on the level of tokens and segments. The segment-level mode, which 

was chosen for this study, has been proven to be more effective than token-level normalisation 

(Scherrer & Ljubešić 2016: 250), since it takes into account the context of the word, increasing 

the chance of correct assignment of the normalised word, for example, in the case of homonyms.  

 

3.3.2.1. Training data 

The training datasets for cSMTiser consist of parallel training data and optional target-

language data. In this case, the parallel data contains two files – one in the original spelling the 

other in the standard spelling (including archaic words and inflections). The content of the 

training files comes from randomly selected XML files accessible via the EarlyPrint19 database 

from which both original and standardised version are extracted, and subsequently, in the case 

of the standardised version, checked for inconsistencies in word alignment, modernised words 

and inflectional forms, transcription errors and misspellings.  

The inclusion of target-language data in the training process is optional, however, it is 

highly suggested, since it provides additional exemplary data from which the tool can learn. 

The target data used in this case is a compilation of a variety of Early Modern English texts of 

different genres in present-day English (where archaic words and forms are retained) publicly 

 
15 https://www.clarin.eu/blog/clarinsi-presents-csmtiser. 
16 https://github.com/moses-smt/mgiza. 
17 https://statmt.org/moses. 
18 https://kheafield.com/code/kenlm. 
19 https://bitbucket.org/eplib/eebotcp/src/master/. 
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available via Project Gutenberg,20 as well as randomly selected and manually checked 

additional data from the British National Corpus available via Oxford Text Archive.21 The 

training process was repeated a number of times with additional data coming from manually 

corrected sentences which resulted from previously performed training processes. 

Both parallel and target-language data require preprocessing where each line consists of 

a single segment (e.g. sentence, clause or phrase), all the characters are lowercased and 

tokenised, and undesired characters, such as punctuation marks, are removed.  

Once the data is trained on these datasets, the selected files are normalised, which as a 

result produces files with the original and normalised words aligned. These word-aligned files 

can then be used to extract the types, the spelling forms and their tokens into a spreadsheet for 

further calculations and analysis. 

 

3.3.3. Error rates 

The error rates comparing the normalised version of the EarlyPrint and the EEBO-TCP 

texts normalised by cSMTiser as an experimental part of this thesis are calculated based on 20 

randomly selected texts with random sections in the size of 500 tokens. The analysed texts are 

the same for both groups, with minor discrepancies resulting from different transcription 

decisions for the original texts. These differences concern, for example, word boundaries, the 

expansion of abbreviations, the use of vowel macrons to indicate missing nasals, inclusion of 

foreign words.  

The evaluation process is not solely based on distinction between correct and incorrect 

values, but rather it is subdivided into four parts for correctly normalised and incorrectly 

normalised, as well as for incorrectly normalised and correctly not normalised values. This 

distinction is significant, since it also reflects the degree to which normalisation is necessary. 

Such segmentation also makes the evaluation more insightful and provides better understanding 

of the strengths and weaknesses of the given systems.  

The following tables and plots show the results of the evaluation of texts available from 

EarlyPrint (Table 1) both in original and normalised versions and the originals from EEBO-

TCP normalised through the segment-level normalisation using cSMTiser (Table 2). 

 

 

 
20 A list of works used for the target-language training data is included in the appendix.  
21 https://llds.ling-phil.ox.ac.uk/llds/xmlui/handle/20.500.14106/2554 
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Table 1. Error rates of the normalised version of the EarlyPrint texts. 
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When looking at the average percentages of all correct decisions (out of all possible decisions), 

the difference between EarlyPrint (98.61%) and cSMTiser (97.10%) seems minor. This is 

because a large portion of the correct values are words that were already in their standard form 

in the original and did not require normalisation. The number of correctly non-normalised 

words also indirectly indicates the degree of variation, as well as complexity of the text. Lower 

numbers correctly non-normalised words might be caused by higher frequency of archaic 

words, proper names, or words with extremely unpredictable spellings, which all make the 

normalisation process more prone to incorrect normalisations. The box plots in Figure 3 show 

that in both normalisation system, the unequal distribution of the values indicates high variation 

Table 2. Error rates of EEBO-TCP texts normalised by cSMTiser. 
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Figure 4. A comparison between the two systems of the numbers of incorrectly normalised and non-normalised words in 

each 500-token sample of the evaluated texts. 

among the texts which, looking at Table 1 and Table 2, seem to correlate with the year of the 

publication of the texts, the lowest numbers being in both cases attributed to a text from 1492.  

When it comes to correct decisions in general, cSMTiser and EarlyPrint have fairly similar 

distribution shapes, but that is not true for the incorrect decisions (Figure 4). The incorrectly 

non-normalised words might also be caused by very unpredictable spellings (e.g. eychue ‘?’), 

archaic words (e.g. disobeisance) and proper names, as well as by homonyms and words with 

problematic word boundaries (e.g. asmuch, soever).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       correctly normalised              correctly non-normalised 

       incorrectly non-normalised           incorrectly normalised 

Figure 3. A comparison between the two systems of the numbers of correctly normalised and non-normalised 

words in each 500-token sample of the evaluated texts. 
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Although the mean of the incorrectly non-normalised words is slightly lower for 

cSMTiser (5.40 compared to 5.60), the EarlyPrint version generally seems to perform better 

than cSMTiser, except for the outliers. The outliers in both cases come from the earliest text 

evaluated and were most likely caused by spellings that diverged too much either from the 

present-day spellings or from the spellings of the parallel training data (it might suggest that the 

training data does not equally represent all decades, or that the printer’s spelling is just too 

idiosyncratic). Despite EarlyPrint’s slightly better overall performance, cSMTiser performed 

better in normalising spellings such as vanquysshed | vanquished, murdres | murders, subgetes 

| subjects, folnes | foulness, or lymited | limited, even in cases where the difference between the 

standard spelling and the original is no greater than two edit distances. Furthermore, cSMTiser 

correctly normalised cases such as wee [shall see] to we, and [brought] too [end] to to, while 

EarlyPrint retained the original form, assuming that since the word is in the dictionary, it is 

correct. The reason for this might be cSMTiser’s ability to consider the context of the words, 

therefore making more correct decisions when it comes to real-word errors which usually 

concern homonyms. 

The evaluation of incorrectly normalised words reveals much bigger differences 

between the two systems. While the highest number of incorrectly normalised words in 

EarlyPrint is 7 and the distribution is fairly concentrated, cSMTiser’s values are spread out and 

contain numbers up to 19, which means that almost 4% of all 500 spellings were either 

normalised when they should not have been normalised, or they produced a different spelling 

that was incorrect. The cause of this may be attributed to small training data size – with larger 

number of sentences with more varied vocabulary, the accuracy of normalisation might 

increase.  

This evaluation of error rates shows that the normalised versions of texts from the 

EarlyPrint database are generally more accurate than the EEBO-TCP texts normalised using 

cSMTiser as a part of this study. When a spelling is either not normalised when it should be, or 

normalised when it should not be normalised, the results become distorted, since it will lead 

either to additional types that should not be there, or the variant forms will be assigned to a 

wrong type.  

Considering that only a small number of samples was evaluated, and the measured 

values are not normally distributed, it is hard to predict if they are representative of all texts that 

will be analysed. Table 3 shows the p-values calculated for each type of normalisation decisions 

to assess the level of significance between the results of the two methods.   
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Based on the p-values, the only significant difference concerns the incorrectly normalised 

words, where EarlyPrint outperforms cSMTiser. Even though the better performance of 

EarlyPrint in other cases is not that significant, the fact that it its not so prone to incorrect 

normalisations seems to be a great advantage compared to cSMTiser22, and will therefore be 

chosen for the following analysis.   

 

3.4. Statistical analysis 

For the calculation of weighted information entropy as the measure of spelling variation, it 

is first necessary to obtain the number of forms and their tokens for each type, as well as the 

frequency of the type (all tokens of all of its forms). The following sections describe how the 

values are extracted from the text files, and, subsequently, how spelling variation and error rates 

of the normalised texts are calculated. 

3.4.1. Extraction of types, forms and tokens 

The first step is to extract the original spellings and their normalised equivalent and align 

them so that each line contains a word in both spellings separated by a comma. This process is 

performed using a python script that first removes unwanted characters23 that frequently occur 

in the texts, and then extracts the value from the attribute reg value and the text value of the 

element, the former representing the normalised spelling, the latter representing the original 

spelling. If there is no reg attribute, the text value of the element is extracted two times. The 

advantage of using annotated version of the texts is that unwanted words such as abbreviations, 

foreign words and numerals can be easily excluded. The results of this process look like this: 

These,These 

were,were 

the,the 

dredefull,dreadful 

iugges,judges 

… 
 

22 Another advantage of using the EarlyPrint texts is that they are ready for the analysis after simple extraction 

of the parallel data from the XML files. On the other hand, normalising all texts available from EEBO-TCP 

would be extremely time-consuming and, or only smaller samples of the texts would have to be used. 
23 ∣ ¶ ¦ • . , ? ! : ; / ( ) \ [ ] ▪ ❧ { } ⟨ ⟩ _〈…〉● 

p-values correct incorrect 

normalised 0.766035 0.000037 

non-normalised 0.766003 0.652002 

Table 3. The p-values for each type of normalisation decisions calculated using the Wilcoxon signed-rank 

test for paired samples with non-normal distribution (p < 0.05). 
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 The following step is to assign the variant spellings to their respective types. This is 

done by another python script that first lowercases every letter so that the use of capital letters 

is not treated as a spelling variant, and then puts each type into the first column of a line with 

all its variants listed in the following columns in this way: 

give,yeue,yeue,yeue,yeue,yeue 

judgement,iugement,iugement 

assembled,assembled 

high,highe,highe,hye 

low,lowe 

degree,degre,degree,degre  

wood,wode,wode,woode,wood,wode,wode,wode,wode,wood 

disposition,disposicion,disposicyon,disposicion 

 

 These results are then used to extract the relevant values from each column of the file 

using two other python scripts24 which then calculate the entropy for each type and save it in 

the following format: 

 

[entropy],[type],[number of forms],[form1],[tokens1][p(form1)],25[form2],[tokens2], [p(form2)]… 

0.02337,high,105,2,hyghe,1,0.009524,hye,104,0.990476 

0.47712,courageous,3,3,corageous,1,0.333333,courageous,1,0.333333,couragyous,1,0.333333 

-0.0,chivalrous,2,1,cheualrous,2,1.000000 

 

Subsequently, the weighted entropy of the text is calculated to end up with results for each text, 

such as this one: 

tokens types  forms   weighted sum of entropies 

83507 14497  15474  484.2277559263308 

 

The calculations that lead to these results are described in the following section.  

 

3.4.2. Calculation of spelling variation 

As already mentioned, the weighted information entropy seems to be a suitable 

measure of spelling variation, since it is based on the distribution of the probabilities of the 

spelling forms being used. The information entropy itself can be expressed by the following 

formula: 

 
24 These two scripts were composed using the guidance of the AI system ChatGPT. 
25 p = probability (see section 3.3.2). 
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𝐻(𝑋) =  − ∑ 𝑝𝑖  log10 𝑝𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

𝐻(𝑋) = − 𝑝1 log10 𝑝1 − 𝑝2 log10 𝑝2 − ⋯ − 𝑝𝑛 log10 𝑝𝑛  

The probability of each form (𝑝𝑖) is calculated by dividing the number of the tokens of the given 

form by the number of all tokens of all forms of the given type. In order to calculate the overall 

entropy of a text in which the frequency of each type is varied, it is necessary to use the weighted 

sum of the entropies of individual types. This is achieved by multiplying the entropies by the 

relative frequencies of their types and then adding them together. The resulting index indicates 

the degree of spelling variation in a text, where the value 0 indicates no variation and higher 

values indicate stronger variation (Tichý 2018). 

 The overall variation in texts printed by a single printer is calculated in a similar way. 

First, it is necessary to merge all files containing the works printed by the printer, rather than 

summing up the already calculated entropies of individual texts, so that all variant forms can 

be assigned to their respective type. The resulting entropies are then multiplied by the relative 

frequency (number of tokens of the type divided by all tokens) and added together to get the 

final value representing the degree of variation in the texts printed by the given printer. 

 The results of the analysis are expected to indicate a downward trend in the degree of 

spelling variation throughout the centuries. The following section will present the findings 

concerning the overall trend throughout the centuries, examining both the degree of variation 

in individual texts, as well as the level of variation within texts printed by individual printers. 

Selected texts and printers will also be analysed more closely in order to discover potential 

patterns or inconsistencies in the obtained results. The discussion will summarise the 

encountered issues and suggest possible solutions.   
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4. Analysis 

After filtering out ambiguous printers and printed texts from the EEBO database, the 

resulting number of printers to be analysed is 192. The number of texts collected is 11,574, 

containing the total of 387,811,243 tokens with an average number of types being 2937.23. This 

data was used to calculate the values of entropies for each text, as well as for each token-size-

based section and printer. The last two were not calculated simply as sums of the entropies of 

the respective texts, but rather, the texts were first merged into one file and only then underwent 

the extraction of the values necessary for the calculations, so that each form is assigned to its 

type. 

4.1.  Spelling variation in individual printed texts 

The values extracted from the texts were applied to the formula for information entropy for 

each type of a given text, and the weighted sum of the entropies of the types was calculated to 

represent the degree of spelling variation ranging from zero to one, with zero corresponding a 

text with no variation. 

The following scatterplot (Figure 5)26 visualises the calculated values for the spelling 

variation of each text. As expected, the plot clearly shows the scarcity of printed texts in the 

first decades until about 1560s. Furthermore, the abovementioned problem of small samples 

becomes especially apparent when looking at the suspiciously low weighted entropies in the 

first decades of the period, which are contrasted with very high values by the same printers at 

 
26 An interactive version of this graph is available at https://bit.ly/EModE_spelling. The option “Select printer” 

allows to filter out individual printers.  

Figure 5. The relationship between years of publication and the degree of variation (weighted sum of type entropies). The 

colours represent different printers. 

https://bit.ly/EModE_spelling
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approximately the same time. To better see the relationship between the sample sizes and he 

weighted sums of type entropies for each text, the texts were filtered to those with max. sample 

sizes 1,000 tokens (Figure 6) and compared to filtered texts with the highest number of tokens 

(Figure 7), ranging from 100,000 to 200,000 tokens.  

 

The levels of spelling variation in texts with very small sample sizes are generally closer to zero 

than those of the larger samples. Despite this, even the weighted entropy values of the samples 

that contain no more than 1000 tokens seem to decrease over time.  

As already mentioned in the error rates section, the earlier texts seem to have higher 

rates of incorrectly non-normalised spellings, which results in a potential variant form being 

treated as a separate type with a single form and, therefore, with zero entropy. Since such 

incidents slightly decrease the value of the resulting measure of variation, it is all the more 

relevant that the small samples in the early decades generally exhibit larger levels of variation 

than towards the end of the period. On the other hand, the small samples at the end of the period 

contain types with more than one token, which means that there is a space for variation. Despite 

Figure 6. Texts filtered to 1,000 tokens. 
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this, the majority of the texts printed in the seventeenth century (especially the second half) is 

below the value of 0.02.  

On the other end of the spectrum are the largest samples (from 100,000 to 200,000 

tokens) which show a more varied distribution where the values are not concentrated towards 

zero throughout the period. Large numbers of tokens provide a lot of opportunity for variation, 

which makes these texts more representative of the actual development. The scatterplot shows 

an overall downward trend, with two upward movements around the year 1560 and later around 

1640. The possible explanations for these phenomena will be provided in the discussion. 

Another suggested option for determining the levels of variation throughout the period 

was to divide the samples not by equal time measures, but rather by equal token sizes.27 

Although this approach is not proportional in terms of time, it allows to work with larger 

samples and provides space for words to appear more than once and, potentially, in variant 

forms. To test this, all samples were chronologically divided into 20 groups containing 

approximately 19,400,000 tokens.  

Before the calculations, the text files of each group first had to be merged into one rather 

than simply adding up the values of the already measured sums of weighted type entropies of 

individual texts, so that all forms used in all printed texts in the selected time span can be 

 
27 A more ideal alternative would be to divide the samples in such way so that the confidence intervals for each 

section is the same throughout the whole period.  

Figure 7. Texts filtered to the range of 100,000 to 200,000 tokens. 
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assigned to individual types. The resulting values are the sums of weighted entropies of the 

types for each section: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. The calculated sums of weighted type entropies for each time span 

 

Figure 8 visualises the calculated values28 representing the degrees of spelling variation for all 

time spans based on roughly equal token sizes. Just as in Figure 5, the graph shows a downward 

trend with a momentary increase around 1630s. The results of this resampled model present 

 
28 A table with the results is to be found in Section 2 of the Appendix. 

Time span Weighted entropy 

1474-1564 0.0009284 

1565-1576 0.0018524 

1577-1583 0.0013457 

1584-1595 0.00213374 

1596-1602 0.001471802 

1603-1607 0.001422291 

1608-1612 0.000468422 

1613-1617 0.000736052 

1618-1622 0.001037197 

1623-1627 0.001614383 

1628-1633 0.002824267 

1634-1640 0.001429618 

1641-1649 0.000337826 

1650-1653 0.000576413 

1654-1657 0.000740901 

1658-1660 0.000704976 

1661-1670 0.000882118 

1671-1676 0.001204864 

1677-1687 0.001372952 

1688-1700 0.000377131 

Figure 8. The weighted sums of types used in 20 sections with roughly equal sample sizes. The width of the columns 

represents the time spans, each containing one twentieth of the total token count of all samples. 
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similar development as the analysis of the individual texts, except for the first section where 

the decrease visible in Figure 2 becomes levelled due to the wide time span. Despite markable 

differences between the two models in sample sizes and numbers of types and forms, the 

similarities in the distribution of the visualised data suggest that the presented course of 

development is fairly reliable.     

 

4.2. Spelling variation within texts printed by individual printers 

Similar development was also observed in the analysis of the levels of spelling variation 

within texts printed by individual printers (or two/three printers that often printed together) in 

their active years. As with the token-size-based sections, the overall degree of variation for each 

printer was calculated after merging the texts together to obtain more precise values to work 

with. The calculated results29 were plotted on a graph (Figure 9)30 where each colour represents 

a different printer, and the dots indicate the years when the printer printed a book – the value 

for spelling variation is the same for each dot in order to visually summarise the active years of 

the printer with the overall variation in his prints.   

 
29 A table with the results is to be found in Section 3 of the Appendix. 
30 Interactive version of this graph is available at http://bit.ly/printers_variation. Individual printers can be 

filtered out by clicking on their name in the legend below the graph. 
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Figure 9. The overall spelling variation in texts printed by individual printers over time. The position of individual dots on the 

x-axis indicates the date when the books were printed, the position on the y-axis indicates the overall spelling 

variation (weighted sum of entropies of all types present in all texts) of the given printer. 

Compare with Figure 5 to consider the differences in the levels of spelling variation for each text printed by the 

printer.  
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The generally downward trendline decreases and slightly increases in the same areas as in the 

previous graphs, but this plot also highlights a sudden decrease in spelling variation in the 

middle of the seventeenth century.  

To inspect the changes in the development, the following sections will examine selected 

printers who were active at those times to see if there are any patterns that might explain the 

changes. 

 

4.2.1. Analysis of the selected printers 

Based on the calculated results, William Caxton, the first printer in England who is often 

claimed to be one the instigators of the movement towards standardised spelling, has the highest 

overall value of variation (0.14) compared to other two early printers – Wynkyn de Worde 

(0.11) and Richard Pynson (0.13). The spelling variation is generally high among the first 

printers and spelling continued to be extremely varied in texts printed by their followers. 

Around the middle of the sixteenth century, the number of printers increased, and the 

second half of the century shows different levels of spelling variation amongst the printers. 

While some printers already had much more stable spellings (e.g. Alexander Lacie – 0.06,), 

others printed works with even more irregular spellings (e.g. John Day, William Seres – 0.17; 

Thomas Marsh – 0.17; Steven Mierdman 0.17; Richard Grafton – 0.16, etc.).31 One of the 

reasons for high levels of variation at that time might be the interference of English and foreign 

words. Many of the early printers, as well as compositors, were foreigners – Wynkyn de Worde 

and Steven Mierdman were Dutch, Richard Pynson was originally from Normandy. This might 

have contributed to the high degrees of variation, although the spellings in texts by native 

printers were also quite varied. Another reason might be the growth of the business itself – the 

number of printers was growing, and as printed books became more popular, faster 

dissemination of books might have been at the expense of quality. The attempts at spelling 

reforms started around this period were likely a reaction to the high amount of inconsistency in 

printed texts. 

The decrease in the levels of spelling variation at the end of the sixteenth century and 

in beginning of the seventeenth century could have been influenced by these attempts at 

reforming the spelling, as well as the growing number of printed grammar books. Another 

 
31 Although the spellings became more stable and regular, it does not necessarily imply that they moved towards 

modernity. For example, Alexander Lacie tends to use the forms vs, vp, or vse regularly, but they do not reflect 

the present-day spellings. 
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possible reason were restrictions against foreigners in the printed business by the Stationers’ 

Charter in 1557 (Neville 2022: 98). 

As for the fluctuations in the first half of the seventeenth century, the momentary 

increase in the overall levels of spelling variation might be attributed to the shift from the 

business led by master-printers to larger organisations, such as the Stationers’ Company, 

although the reasons why this might affect the spellings are not clear. 

The growing discussions about the English language and its spelling might have 

contributed to the later development, since the results in the second half of the seventeenth 

century suggest very low levels of spelling variation, with some texts exhibiting almost no 

variation. This supports the claims that the English spelling became relatively stable in the 

second half of the seventeenth century. It does not necessarily mean that the spelling became 

modern, but rather that the spellings became more consistent. 

 

4.3. Discussion  

The results of the calculations of the levels of spelling variation using the weighted 

entropies of each text, token-size based sections and printers’ work all suggest similar 

development in the period from the introduction of the printing press to the end of the 

seventeenth century. There is a downward trend which becomes more prominent in the second 

half of the sixteenth century and the early seventeenth century. Since the levels of variation in 

the first century were extremely high compared to the following decades, the claims that the 

arrival of printing caused the movement toward spelling standardisation or regularisation seem 

to be disproved by these results. If the introduction of printing had an impact on spelling, it was 

likely more indirect and related to the fact that it allowed easier dissemination of books.  

The results of this analysis are only a rough generalisation of the studied phenomenon 

and, therefore, must be taken with reservations. Working with large amount data that varies in 

size and quality leads to results that might not precisely reflect the actual development. To 

improve the outcomes, it would be suitable to work with data that is more balanced in terms of 

the number of samples and their size, or to choose fitting statistical methods (e.g. bootstrapping) 

to compensate for the insufficient amount of data. Furthermore, the quality of the input data 

could be improved by choosing better normalisation methods, so that the accuracy of the results 

is enhanced. For example, the already available normalised EarlyPrint versions of the texts 

could undergo further normalisation tailored to the specific errors that occur in the normalised 

texts. The results of normalisation by the cSMTiser tool were not ideal, however, with more 

suitable and larger training data, its accuracy could be radically improved. The rapid 
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development of AI tools might provide even more efficient ways of normalising historical texts 

in the future.  

 Further research on this topic should focus on qualitative analysis of individual printers, 

especially in the periods of fluctuations and high variance among the printers in order to 

elucidate the concrete patterns in the development of English spelling. Analyses of the 

idiosyncrasies of the spellings of individual printers using methods like clustering might be 

helpful in determining the identity of printers that are ambiguous, or they could also reveal 

patterns of spellings among the printers.  
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5. Conclusion 

This thesis aimed to examine the trends in spelling variation in the Early Modern Period 

in England. The levels of spelling variation were calculated using sums of weighted entropies 

of types present in the texts available form the EarlyPrint database. As expected, the results 

show a generally downward trend in the degree of spelling variation in all differently sampled 

sets (the individual texts, token-count-based sections and sets of all texts printed by a single 

printer). The high levels of variation in the first century after the introduction of printing are 

more in favour of the claims that the decrease in spelling variation was caused by the growing 

discussion about language and spelling, rather than by printers’ initiative. However, further 

research is needed to determine the concrete patterns of the development of English spelling in 

order to explain the fluctuations in the trends throughout the decades of the period. 
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Shrnutí (Résumé) 

 

 Standardizace ortografie v raně moderní angličtině se v literatuře často připisuje 

příchodu knihtisku do Anglie, aniž by toto tvrzení bylo dostatečně podloženo 

kvantitativním výzkumem. Některé studie zaměřené na zkoumání konzistence pravopisu 

v textech vydaných prvými tiskaři naopak toto tvrzení vyvrací. Tato diplomová práce se 

proto zabývá zkoumáním trendů v ortografické variaci od roku 1474, kdy William 

Caxton v Anglii představil knihtisk, po konec sedmnáctého století, kdy by už anglický 

pravopis měl být relativně stabilní.  

Teoretická část (2. kapitola) práce vymezuje a popisuje období raně moderní 

angličtiny a popisuje základní hláskové, gramatické, lexikální a pravopisné změny, které 

se uskutečnili v průběhu tohoto období a mohli mít vliv na vývoj anglické ortografie. Mezi 

největší změny, kterými si anglický jazyk si v tomto období prošel, byli výrazné hláskové 

změny (např. Great Vowel Shift), obohacení anglické slovní zásoby o velké množství 

výpůjček z francouzského a latinského jazyka, a v neposlední řadě, povýšení statusu 

anglického jazyka ve společnosti. Tyto změny vedly k narůstající neshodě mezi výslovností 

a psaným textem, což vyústilo v debaty o tom, jak zapisovat měnící se jazyk. V druhé 

polovině šestnáctého století se začaly objevovat první návrhy na reformu anglického 

pravopisu, které sice nakonec nevedly k systematické změně jazyka, ale rozšířili povědomí 

o této problematice. Druhá kapitola se taktéž věnuje vývoji tiskařského průmyslu 

v Londýně a popisuje proces tištění knih, kde způsob sázení mohl také přispívat k variaci 

ve pravopisu. Poslední část této kapitoly popisuje dosavadní studie, které se věnovaly 

pravidelnosti pravopisu v textech jednotlivých tiskařů a poukazují na vzorce ve vývoji 

anglického pravopisu.   

Metodická část této práce (3. kapitola) nejdříve vymezuje ortografickou variaci 

jako užití dvou nebo více grafických forem pro vyjádření jedné funkce, a popisuje různé 

metody, jakými je tuto variaci možné měřit. Pro tuto práci byla zvolena metoda 

kvantifikace míry ortografické variace, která je založena na výpočtu váženého součtu 

entropií jednotlivých typů v daných textech jako míry nejistoty systému. Druhá část 

kapitoly popisuje výběr dat pro následní analýzu textů. Zvolené texty pochází z databáze 
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Early English Books Online – Text Creation Partnership (EEBO-TCP), která obsahu téměř 

všechny dochované, ručně digitalizované, tištěné texty raně moderní angličtiny.  

Tato kapitola dále popisuje proces zpracování těchto textů a jejich metadat pro 

účely analýzy. Pro získání počtů tokenů, typů a forem nutných pro výpočet míry 

ortografické variace jsou potřebné dvě verze textů – původní a normalizována. Počet forem 

jednoho typu je tak možné vypočítat přirazením normalizované formy (např. současné 

standardní formy jedné variety) slova ke všem variantním formám. Třetí část druhé 

kapitoly představuje dvě možnosti získání normalizovaných verzí textů z databáze EEBO-

TCP. První možností jsou již normalizované verze textů z databáze EarlyPrint, druhou 

možností je normalizovat texty samostatně, přičemž obě metody mají své výhody a 

nevýhody. Po srovnání různých dostupných metod normalizování textů byl vybrán nástroj 

cSMTiser jako alternativní možnost pro normalizované texty dostupné z databáze 

EarlyPrint. Část této kapitoly srovnává úspěšnost těchto dvou alternativ na 20 náhodných 

vzorcích o velikosti 500 tokenů, a to měřením počtů jak správně a nesprávně 

normalizovaných slov, tak správně a nesprávně nenormalizovaných slov. Výsledky tohoto 

srovnávání naznačují vyšší úspěšnost již normalizovaných testů z databáze EarlyPrint, 

zejména v hodnotách nesprávně normalizovaných slov. Texty z této databáze byli proto 

použity k následné analýze.  

Poslední část této kapitoly podrobně popisuje proces zpracování XML souborů 

jednotlivých textů za účelem získávání typů a jejich variantních forem pro následný 

výpočet entropií jednotlivých typů. Samotný výpočet je založen na rozložení 

pravděpodobností jednotlivých typů a jejich forem. Celková míra ortografické variace je 

pak počítána jako relativní frekvencí vážený součet entropií typů daného textu. Čím víc se 

výsledná hodnota blíží k nule, tím nižší je variace v textu. 

Praktická část této diplomové práce (4. kapitola) představuje výsledky měření a 

výpočtů míry ortografické variace jak jednotlivých textů, tak celkové míry variace v rámci 

všech textů jednotlivých tiskařů. První část kapitoly se věnuje celkové míře variace 

v období raně moderní angličtiny, a zároveň poukazuje jak na nedostatek vzorků v prvních 
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desetiletích, tak na rozdílnost v celkových počtech tokenů jednotlivých textů v celém 

období. Toto období je proto také rozděleno na části s různým časovým rozpětím, ale 

s podobným počtem tokenů. Pro každou část je opět kalkulována míra ortografické variace, 

která je následně srovnána s výsledky míry variace jednotlivých textů. Výsledné trendy 

jsou v obou případech klesající a vyvíjejí se podobným způsobem.  

Podobný vývoj byl také pozorován v druhé části kapitoly při analýze míry 

ortografické variace ve všech textech vydaných jednotlivými tiskaři. Stejně jako v případě 

částí založených na počtu tokenů byla celková míra ortografické variace pro každého 

tiskaře vypočtena po sloučení textů dohromady, aby bylo možné získat přesnější hodnoty 

počtů variantních forem. Výsledky opět naznačují obecně klesající trend, který roste a klesá 

ve stejných oblastech jako v předchozích případech, tj. kolem poloviny šestnáctého století 

a následně kolem poloviny sedmnáctého století. Další část této kapitoly podrobněji zkoumá 

míru ortografické variace v textech jednotlivých tiskařů a ukazuje, že míra variace 

v pravopisu byla výrazně vyšší v prvních desetiletích tohoto období, a to i u tiskařů jako 

jsou William Caxton, či Wynkyn de Worde, kteří jsou často zmiňování jako iniciátoři 

standardizace anglického pravopisu. V druhé polovině šestnáctého století míra celkové 

ortografické variace roste, a spolu s narůstajícím počtem tiskařů rostou i rozdíly v míře 

variace. Zatímco někteří tiskaři vykazují nízké hodnoty variace, u jiných tiskařů jsou 

naopak míry variace značně vysoké. Jednou z příčin vysoké míry ortografické variace 

v tomto období může být interference anglických a cizích slov. Mnozí z prvních tiskařů a 

sazečů byli cizinci, což mohlo přispět k vysoké míře variace, ačkoli pravopis v textech 

původně anglických tiskařů byl také značně různorodý. Dalším důvodem mohl být nárůst 

samotného tiskařského řemesla – rychlejší způsob šíření knih mohlo vést k celkovému 

snížení kvality tištěných textů. Pokusy o pravopisné reformy, které začaly přibližně v tomto 

období, proto mohly být reakcí na vysokou míru variace v tištěných textech. Snížení míry 

ortografické variace na konci šestnáctého a na počátku sedmnáctého století mohlo být 

ovlivněno těmito pokusy o reformu pravopisu. K pozdějšímu vývoji mohly přispět i sílící 

diskuse o anglickém jazyce a jeho pravopisu, neboť výsledky z druhé poloviny 17. století 
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naznačují velmi nízkou míru ortografické variace, přičemž některé texty nevykazují téměř 

žádnou variaci, což podporuje tvrzení, že anglický pravopis se v druhé polovině 

sedmnáctého století relativně ustálil. Neznamená to ale nutně, že se pravopis přiblížil 

modernímu pravopisu, ale spíše to, že se pravopis stal pravidelnějším a jednotnějším. 

Poslední část této kapitoly shrnuje výsledky analýzy, které naznačují, že v druhé 

polovině šestnáctého století a na počátku sedmnáctého století je patrný klesající trend 

v ortografické variaci. Vzhledem k tomu, že míra variace v prvním století je ve srovnání s 

následujícími desetiletími extrémně vysoká, je možné předpokládat, že příchod knihtisku 

přímo neovlivnil standardizaci anglického pravopisu, nýbrž byl tento vliv spíše nepřímý a 

souvisel se snadnějším šířením knih. Dále tato část kapitoly navrhuje zlepšení jak kvality 

výchozích dat pro analýzu, tak další možnosti výzkumu na toto téma. Vzhledem k tomu, 

že výsledky této práce jsou jen zevšeobecněním vývoje ortografické variace v raně moderní 

angličtině, bylo by vhodné provést další výzkum, který by se blíže zaměřil na kvalitativní 

analýzu variací jednotlivých tiskařů a zkoumal konkrétnější vzorce ve vývoji anglického 

pravopisu. 
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Appendix 

 

All supplementary material and intermediary files are available at bit.ly/EModE. 

 

The following list describes the contents of the repository: 

• “EModE_spelling_varation.xlsx” – the results of all measurements and calculations 

• Folder “texts” – each subfolder with the name of the printer contains csv files with detailed 

information about the weighted entropies of types in each text  

• Folder “sections” – each subfolder with the name of section contains csv files with detailed 

information about the weighted entropies of all types used in the given token-count-based 

section 

• Folder “printers” – contains csv files with the names of the printers that contain detailed 

information about the weighted entropies of all types used by the printer in all of his/her 

printed texts 

 

 

Section 1 

The list of works available from Project Gutenberg Gutenberg.org used as the training data for the 

cSMTiser tool: 

 

Bacon, Francis. New Atlantis. Project Gutenberg. Accessed June 23, 2023. 

https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/2434. 

Newton, Isaac. Opticks; or, a Treatise of the Reflections, Refractions, Inflections, and Colours of 

Light. Project Gutenberg. Accessed June 23, 2023. http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/33504. 

à Kempis, Thomas. The Imitation of Christ. Project Gutenberg. Accessed June 23, 2023. 

http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/1653. 

Shakespeare, William. Sonnets. Project Gutenberg. Accessed June 23, 2023. 

http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/1041. 

The King James Version of the Bible. Project Gutenberg. Accessed June 23, 2023. 

https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/10. 
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Section 2 – The data used for the analysis of the token-size-based sections 

section tokens types 

average number 

of forms 

weighted sum of 

entropies 

1474-1564 830670 248236 1.182423178 0.213382946 

1565-1576 611757 164717 1.213353813 0.186663163 

1577-1583 761252 203883 1.179956151 0.171255191 

1584-1595 1046242 198156 1.185949454 0.161702954 

1596-1602 852525 214807 1.144064206 0.126542885 

1603-1607 842736 179049 1.170964373 0.127318486 

1608-1612 919038 212962 1.139588283 0.111833987 

1613-1617 882418 191863 1.141449889 0.104981301 

1618-1622 924829 168281 1.158366066 0.103922234 

1623-1627 931689 227529 1.108790528 0.086715585 

1628-1633 1002253 207035 1.147409858 0.110568563 

1634-1640 1201883 234767 1.133161816 0.105137233 

1641-1649 1253811 205696 1.116993038 0.088708121 

1650-1653 820252 176249 1.109833247 0.077257767 

1654-1657 772778 181657 1.097772175 0.067141558 

1658-1660 658501 182581 1.085715381 0.060798722 

1661-1670 873333 213377 1.084114033 0.061098076 

1671-1676 693438 193918 1.06630122 0.047254937 

1677-1687 1086702 186443 1.085350482 0.056784563 

1688-1700 858880 135867 1.088616073 0.051850524 
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Section 3 – The data used for the analysis of the levels of variation of individual printers 

printer tokens types 

average 

number of 

forms 

weighted sum 

of entropies 

Abel Jeffes 450126 21360 1.3935 0.095995985 

Abraham Miller 2346065 38221 1.1453 0.023589286 

Adam Islip 11549092 166704 1.1738 0.062423061 

Alexander Lacie 18245 3121 1.1830 0.060087391 

Alexander Milbourn 72552 8030 1.0575 0.011455079 

Andrew Clark 2426571 54178 1.1136 0.016099717 

Andrew Sowle 1279947 28616 1.1241 0.014116438 

Anne Godbid, John Playford 771151 27222 1.1127 0.016373307 

Anne Griffin 657658 27608 1.1554 0.039291892 

Anne Maxwell 1814192 37803 1.1131 0.01323802 

Arnold Hatfield 2692408 108508 1.1494 0.063586061 

Augustine Mathewes 3772781 79754 1.2740 0.0661237 

Bennet Griffin 974701 34277 1.1107 0.016552628 

Bernard Alsop, Thomas Fawcet 1822461 57080 1.2271 0.059360732 

Bernard Alsop 2467874 59685 1.2913 0.075754463 

Bonham Norton, John Bill 1173914 25100 1.1493 0.034906071 

Charles Bill, Henry Hills, Thomas 

Newcomb 63040 4610 1.0373 0.0063855 

Charles Bill, the Executrix of 

Thomas Newcomb 508480 13786 1.0609 0.007510011 

Charles Bill, Thomas Newcomb 86004 5238 1.0389 0.005814705 

Christopher Barker 1389935 32552 1.2583 0.067380201 

David Mallet 155165 13749 1.0915 0.019030649 

David Maxwell 1042417 39181 1.0945 0.017912776 

Edward Allde 3447855 75192 1.3411 0.084484729 

Edward Crowch 52047 6322 1.1031 0.024860273 

Edward Griffin 5635688 90422 1.2407 0.058664682 

Edward Husband, John Field 116851 6956 1.0385 0.00570726 

Edward Jones 2739016 51752 1.1063 0.018987292 

Elizabeth Allde 453137 25618 1.1598 0.036316311 

Elizabeth Flesher 1189342 33038 1.1071 0.016919485 

Elizabeth Mallet 106305 7884 1.0752 0.011558644 

Elizabeth Purslowe 844060 33333 1.1990 0.045273 

Elizabeth Whitlock 504238 20414 1.1099 0.01779905 

Ellen Cotes 5553729 98234 1.1350 0.02653111 

Evan Tyler, Ralph Holt 851363 30696 1.1063 0.014704907 

Felix Kingston 12444163 119765 1.2343 0.055621028 

Francis Leach 1084073 47024 1.1157 0.02635803 

Francis Neile 372606 16290 1.1475 0.023568445 

Freeman Collins 406983 19361 1.0759 0.013231949 

Gartrude Dawsson 2036327 39385 1.1695 0.026879366 

George Croom 484149 25067 1.1304 0.026480489 
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George Eld 5636475 100136 1.2747 0.067394465 

George Larkin 886038 30058 1.1146 0.016149542 

George Miller 4345215 63974 1.2065 0.050840685 

George Purslowe 2263181 54650 1.2339 0.051025593 

H. Brugis 361306 23187 1.1104 0.022401922 

Henry Bynneman 8091252 101991 1.3060 0.126002906 

Henry Denham 7050045 101561 1.2746 0.098479075 

Henry Hills, John Field 376941 20388 1.0493 0.010094123 

Henry Hills, William du-Gard 105297 6460 1.0797 0.023964958 

Henry Hills 5038073 83336 1.1401 0.026064054 

Henry Middleton 2977229 50998 1.3551 0.097445783 

Hugh Singleton 251864 14606 1.4005 0.117995105 

Humphrey Lownes 4984142 96134 1.2549 0.073350989 

J. Bradford 248218 13252 1.0742 0.009456303 

J. Heptinstall 1525793 37195 1.0969 0.014725719 

James Cottrell 1843135 51315 1.1524 0.027424384 

James Flesher 6333015 87005 1.1390 0.02783996 

James Roberts 1614029 43885 1.2933 0.069056234 

Jane Coe 197121 12299 1.1527 0.035791609 

Joan Orwin 933378 28011 1.2701 0.059793927 

John Allde 394407 19881 1.3020 0.083169591 

John Awdeley 229670 12869 1.3445 0.101677824 

John Beale 3904519 82628 1.2515 0.061447139 

John Bill, Christopher Barker 358732 11986 1.0881 0.013972224 

John Bill, Thomas Newcomb, 

Henry Hills 12824 1689 1.0154 0.003328268 

John Bill 901922 37863 1.1686 0.048215921 

John Bringhurst 193329 10495 1.0865 0.012300191 

John Cawood 555509 22589 1.4623 0.155904841 

John Charlewood 2397521 54983 1.3817 0.116054462 

John Clowes 275520 16225 1.1391 0.028122407 

John Danter 638362 26418 1.3228 0.082812189 

John Darby 910452 26404 1.1084 0.016092933 

John Dawson 4535882 89941 1.2252 0.060802567 

John Day, William Seres 288841 12583 1.5833 0.171712799 

John Day 11163871 126771 1.2998 0.126759365 

John Field 1375440 36082 1.1155 0.021802112 

John Grismond 481030 30726 1.2164 0.072386047 

John Hammond 84699 9115 1.1334 0.034914093 

John Haviland 5960971 108679 1.1661 0.04879196 

John Kingston 1917374 44822 1.4496 0.136183738 

John Leake 1049695 34322 1.0810 0.01294241 

John Legate 5871538 113029 1.1815 0.063024649 

John Macock 6994173 95644 1.1553 0.031886504 

John Norton 1198552 39031 1.2920 0.068013135 
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John Nutt 320152 17755 1.0837 0.014128223 

John Okes 1234151 45132 1.2136 0.048142237 

John Raworth 791505 26775 1.1632 0.032498917 

John Redmayne 757840 27867 1.1289 0.021839514 

John Streater, John Macock 26651 2822 1.0546 0.012311801 

John Streater 1610865 39717 1.1416 0.023357617 

John Wallis 161600 12503 1.0721 0.011668593 

John Windet 6370295 109546 1.2611 0.086614727 

John Wolfe 2270706 54242 1.3659 0.09778072 

Luke Norton, John Field 31012 3680 1.0774 0.018270469 

Luke Norton 206829 13712 1.1363 0.033857775 

Mary Clark 669490 27296 1.0896 0.014868996 

Matthew Simmons 3008447 46957 1.2089 0.038867585 

Melchisedech Bradwood 1946103 50785 1.2187 0.055637067 

Miles Flesher 8834953 115923 1.1958 0.053662963 

Nathaniel Thompson 593046 28504 1.1003 0.019249796 

Nicholas Okes 6056100 98481 1.2678 0.060404996 

Peter Cole 4023380 49058 1.1771 0.026283437 

Peter Lillicrap 150040 15245 1.1050 0.024375667 

Peter Short 2474969 47811 1.2945 0.068309119 

Ralph Blower 221245 14391 1.2808 0.062679593 

Randal Taylor 872843 30803 1.1058 0.016533401 

Richard Badger 2581341 53625 1.1752 0.040148597 

Richard Baldwin 1010850 29673 1.1022 0.014357966 

Richard Bishop 1315893 50107 1.1822 0.045026817 

Richard Bradock 1147587 43070 1.3210 0.086682706 

Richard Cotes 2407377 49544 1.1729 0.038862705 

Richard Field 8017872 107984 1.2284 0.049935959 

Richard Grafton 996806 40692 1.3814 0.155502544 

Richard Harper 38839 5664 1.1375 0.040515275 

Richard Hodgkinson 2442127 67781 1.1825 0.05282225 

Richard Jones 1142227 35284 1.4800 0.123582377 

Richard Jugge, John Cawood 1546222 26408 1.3519 0.076407956 

Richard Jugge 567208 20427 1.3931 0.105338138 

Richard Oulton, Gregory Dexter 516111 18539 1.1545 0.033134107 

Richard Oulton 291779 18729 1.2202 0.058504636 

Richard Pynson 2050643 58119 1.2801 0.132880547 

Richard Read 322108 17881 1.2536 0.059728154 

Richard Watkins 555023 22650 1.3689 0.108060163 

Robert Austin 339350 19188 1.1575 0.034338796 

Robert Barker, John Bill 346374 16401 1.1399 0.034260728 

Robert Barker 1468245 33662 1.2025 0.053988627 

Robert Ibbitson 1409318 36855 1.1531 0.039630961 

Robert Leybourn, William 

Leybourn 2773326 58989 1.1248 0.027192074 
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Robert Redman 1030390 30640 1.4500 0.135327452 

Robert Waldegrave 1079169 27802 1.4145 0.104899249 

Robert White 7892906 90963 1.1234 0.017572115 

Robert Wood 74421 8327 1.0673 0.015123075 

Robert Wyer 695611 27843 1.3008 0.087594666 

Robert Young 2255094 61237 1.1710 0.048076425 

Roger Daniel 1918098 49012 1.1475 0.025082862 

Roger Norton 5462436 99045 1.1082 0.022144199 

Roger Ward 575940 26661 1.3523 0.097679934 

Samuel Bridge 521329 17216 1.0972 0.012266606 

Samuel Roycroft 3204192 69875 1.0926 0.014576438 

Sarah Griffin, Bennet Griffin 950022 28092 1.1345 0.018644339 

Sarah Griffin 1495934 44116 1.1423 0.026103913 

Simon Stafford 899012 31842 1.2771 0.064402686 

Steven Mierdman 688691 28509 1.4469 0.161611863 

Tace Sowle 2328406 29637 1.1289 0.010269882 

Thomas Badger 551837 23100 1.1832 0.03952103 

Thomas Berthelet 999511 37559 1.3755 0.142871595 

Thomas Colwell 301270 17582 1.5296 0.159806364 

Thomas Cotes 5436916 115509 1.1706 0.043921432 

Thomas Dawks 211765 15754 1.0957 0.019603111 

Thomas Dawson 3672181 56565 1.3731 0.106368811 

Thomas East 4693749 78804 1.3369 0.109711948 

Thomas Fawcet 324525 18042 1.1434 0.032519035 

Thomas Harper 4989161 96344 1.2529 0.067554782 

Thomas Hodgkin 934374 32504 1.1023 0.017370626 

Thomas James 529570 23292 1.0966 0.014204354 

Thomas Johnson 740867 27717 1.1338 0.024186234 

Thomas Leach 555175 24979 1.1080 0.017542629 

Thomas Mabb 1226936 37118 1.1915 0.030016253 

Thomas Marsh 3923163 87250 1.3928 0.166850579 

Thomas Maxey 1806753 48749 1.1554 0.031121725 

Thomas Milbourn 1295693 40668 1.1316 0.019735949 

Thomas Newcomb 6546761 134527 1.1094 0.024240624 

Thomas Orwin 2256065 55561 1.2907 0.079117485 

Thomas Paine, Matthew Simmons 654772 22380 1.1600 0.032378254 

Thomas Paine 1047940 31942 1.2124 0.040057265 

Thomas Purfoot 2642472 56338 1.3745 0.092397052 

Thomas Ratcliff, Edward 

Mottershed 4256459 76145 1.1499 0.030857649 

Thomas Ratcliff, Nathaniel 

Thompson 769058 31098 1.1274 0.019615933 

Thomas Ratcliff 2187377 61663 1.1083 0.02827961 

Thomas Roycroft 6479986 126473 1.1247 0.03099238 

Thomas Scarlet 537875 20408 1.3633 0.086579548 

Thomas Snodham 4333212 87018 1.2050 0.047471666 
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Thomas Snowden 1622908 33061 1.1027 0.011106073 

Thomas Symcocke 16523 3130 1.1080 0.034730329 

Thomas Vautrollier 3251435 57403 1.3219 0.091084669 

Valentine Simmes 2592106 60401 1.3133 0.081036428 

William Bentley 1872486 40231 1.1680 0.024693251 

William Caxton 3027934 82194 1.2224 0.137570911 

William Copland 997388 30731 1.4369 0.155948037 

William Downing 329838 20188 1.1009 0.017474695 

William du-Gard 1284190 61452 1.0857 0.024905901 

William Godbid 3972038 109881 1.1155 0.02653293 

William Hall 2451051 68154 1.1521 0.047531996 

William How 870351 38590 1.4086 0.139238753 

William Jaggard 5738539 109782 1.2043 0.061410395 

William Jones 2375285 50816 1.2409 0.055245357 

William Onley 723759 28631 1.1030 0.016504876 

William Seres 1029373 29971 1.5521 0.159502013 

William Stansby 14964890 211135 1.1498 0.047679066 

William White 752540 32493 1.2682 0.059154394 

William Wilson 1847267 50821 1.1982 0.043356067 

Wynkyn de Worde 3756919 85450 1.2342 0.107843575 
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